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Abstract

The POPLMark Challenge is a set of benchmarks with the intent of measuring progresses in mechanizing reasoning about metatheories. The Challenge is based on the metatheory of System F<, i.e. an extension of simple \( \lambda \)-calculus with polymorphism, subtyping and records.

In this thesis we present a solution of the first part of the Challenge with the theorem prover VCPT. VCPT is a theorem prover developed at SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science) that uses first order \( \mu \)-calculus with explicit fixed points and approximation.

The project aims to show that VCPT is ready to face many aspects of programming languages which are embedded in the System F<: (e.g., variable bindings and proofs involving complex induction principles) that are challenging to formalize.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In modern society people are surrounded by computers and electronic devices. They are everywhere and we trust them for a lot of critical tasks in our daily life. Over the years, examples of incorrectly functioning software have shown the risks connected to faulty programs. For example, on June 4, 1996 an unmanned Ariane 5 rocket launched by the European Space Agency exploded just forty seconds after lift-off. The rocket was on its first voyage, after a decade of development costing 7 billion dollars. The destroyed rocket and its cargo were valued at 500 million dollars. A board of inquiry investigated the causes of the explosion and in two weeks issued a report. It turned out that the cause of the failure was a software error in the inertial reference system. Specifically a 64 bit floating point number relating to the horizontal velocity of the rocket with respect to the platform was converted to a 16 bit signed integer. The number was larger than 32,768, the largest integer storeable in a 16 bit signed integer, and thus the conversion failed.

It is not enough to write software that is correct and works as expected in 95% of times when dealing with critical-safety system such as on the rocket Ariane 5. The system must function correctly all the time. But how is it possible to achieve the ambitious result of proving the complete correctness of software? How can it be proven that programs will always function as expected?

Probably there will never be answers for these questions, but some mathematical techniques such as Formal Methods can at least increase the understanding of systems and reveal inconsistencies, ambiguities and incompletenesses that might otherwise be overlooked. In computer science, Formal Methods are mathematical based techniques for specification and verification of software and hardware systems. With the help of mathematics, deciding whether the system is correct or faulty is translated into deciding whether some properties hold or not in the model of the system. There are many variants and styles that conform to this basic scheme. For example, the model of the system might be large or small, the properties to verify might be general or detailed and the verification might be manual or automatic. Deciding which is the best approach for all problems is impossible. Handling things in a specific way could be appropriate for one system and its related properties but
not for another.

Since it is so important to verify and demonstrate the correctness of the systems which we are surrounded by, why are formal method techniques not common everywhere yet? The simplest answer is that formal methods are not easy and simple; verifying that a certain property holds in a system can be intrinsically hard and in some cases even impossible due to the undecidability of some hard problems. On the other hand, industries are often interested in producing cheap software, but not completely secure, rather than software that is reliable but more expensive.

The two most common approaches for verifying systems properties are: theorem proving[BC04], and model checking[CGP99].

It is impossible to give an answer to which approach between theorem proving and model checking is the best for verifying properties. There exists problems where theorem proving approaches best fit and problems for which model checking techniques are more suitable.

1.1 Aim

The aim of this thesis is to solve the first part of the POPLMark Challenge. The challenge is based on an extension of the typed λ-calculus with subtyping relation and records. Basically the task is to show that theorem proving can assist researchers and software developers in mechanizing the reasoning about metatheories.

The theorem prover VCPT (VeriCode Proof Tool) has been used to solve the challenge. VCPT was developed at the Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS), and has powerful features for proving inductive assertions.

1.2 Overview

This thesis starts with a description of the challenge in Chapter 2. It is discussed the importance of the issues that the challenge concerns, and there is a detailed presentation of the challenge. Chapter 3 introduces basic concepts of background materials. It is presented a brief introduction of the first-order logic, the μ-calculus and the fixed point theory. Chapter 4 gives a description of the tool that has been used to solve the Challenge (VCPT). There are shown tactics and tacticals that users can handle to prove properties with VCPT. Then in Chapter 5 there is the solution of the challenge which presents the theory and the lemmas used to prove the final goal. The chapter comes with some examples to understand the strategy applied. Finally, Chapter 6 draws lines of possible future works.
Chapter 2

The POPLMark Challenge

In this chapter we describe in detail the *POPLMark Challenge* and the reason why it is important to make efforts in solving the issues that it concerns.

The basic goal of the challenge is to show that machine assisted theorem proving can be helpful in formalizing and proving programming language meta-properties such as type soundness and complex nested induction on syntax.

We refer to paper [ABF+05] for descriptions of the most common approaches used to solve the challenge. In [ABF+05] there are also guidelines and paper-proofs that help users in solving the POPLMark Challenge.

Since the challenge is designed to cover some critical aspects of system $F_{<}$ [Pie02], we need to introduce what system $F_{<}$ is, and what are the basic issues that arise in formalizing key properties of programming languages in this particular case.

System $F_{<}$ is basically an enrichment of polymorphic $\lambda$-calculus (simple $\lambda$-calculus with universal quantifier over types) with subtypes, records and record patterns.

In the next sections we give first a short introduction to the $\lambda$-calculus (Section 2.1) and after that, we formally present the challenge (Section 2.2).

2.1 $\lambda$-Calculus

Functional abstraction is a key feature of most programming languages. The $\lambda$-calculus [Bar07] embodies this concept in a pure form in order to make the study of functional computation easier.

In untyped $\lambda$-calculus everything is a function, and the syntax is composed by the grammar in Table 2.1:

In the syntax of Table 2.1, a name variable $x$ is a term, if $t_1$ is a term and $x$ a variable then $\lambda x.t$ is a term (it is called abstraction), if $t_1$ and $t_2$ are both terms then $t_1 \; t_2$ is also a term (it is called application). Nothing else is a $\lambda$-term.

Intuitively, a $\lambda$-abstraction $\lambda x.t_1$ represents a function that takes an input and applies the function denoted by $t_1$ on that input. We say that $\lambda$ binds $x$ in $t_1$. An
application \( t_1 \) \( t_2 \), instead, is seen as the application of the function \( t_1 \) to the function \( t_2 \). We can think of \( t_2 \) as the parameter given to \( t_1 \).

Using these three simple concepts it is possible to formalize a lot of the most important features of programming languages and mathematics. Suppose we want to represent in \( \lambda \)-calculus the identity function \( id \) that takes a parameter \( x \) as input and always returns \( x \): \( id(x) = x \). With the syntax previously introduced we could write \( id = \lambda x.x \).

According to Table 2.1, \( \lambda \)-abstractions are unary functions, i.e. functions on one parameter. Often, in mathematics, functions can receive any number of inputs. To overcome this mismatch, there exists a technique which transforms a multi arguments function to a chain of functions, each with one single parameter. This technique is called \textit{currying}.

In order to clarify what currying is, we present a short example. In the example below we will suppose to have an enriched syntax of \( \lambda \)-calculus, different from the one presented in Table 2.1, which allows us to use also the infix operators \(+\) and \(*\) among \( \lambda \)-terms. Let \( f \) be the binary function: \( f(x, y) = x * x + y * y \). Function \( f \) can be expressed in \( \lambda \)-calculus using two abstractions instead of one: \( \lambda x.\lambda y.(x * x + y * y) \).

A variable \( x \) that is not in the scope of any binder \( \lambda \), is called a \textit{free variable}. The free variables of a generic term are defined recursively as in Table 2.2:

\[
\begin{align*}
FV(x) &= \{x\} \\
FV(\lambda x.t_1) &= FV(t_1) \setminus \{x\} \\
FV(t_1 \ t_2) &= FV(t_1) \cup FV(t_2)
\end{align*}
\]

Table 2.2. Free variables of a \( \lambda \)-term

The only way in which terms compute is by the application of a function to an argument. For an application \( t_1 \ t_2 \), if \( t_1 \) is an abstraction, e.g. \( t_1 = \lambda x.t \), then we can substitute the right hand term for the bound variable in the abstraction body. We write that: \( (\lambda x.t)t_2 \rightarrow t[t_2/x] \). The term \( t[t_2/x] \) is the function obtained by substituting all the free occurrences of \( x \) in \( t \) by \( t_2 \).

It is clear that the free variables of terms play a central role in substitutions. Each time a substitution takes place capture of variables should be avoided. Thus, for example, after the substitution of \( t_2 \) in the term \( t \), written as \( t[t_2/x] \), all free occurrences of a variable in \( t_2 \) must remain free and all the bound occurrences of a variable in \( t \) must remain bound.

\[
t ::= \text{terms} \\
x ::= \text{variable} \\
\lambda x.(t_1) ::= \text{abstraction} \\
t_1 \ t_2 ::= \text{application}
\]

Table 2.1. Syntax of \( \lambda \)-calculus
Let $x, y, s$ be variables, and let $t_1, t_2$ be terms, as in Table 2.3:

$$x[s/x] = s \quad \text{if } x \neq y$$

$$y[s/x] = y \quad \text{if } x \neq y$$

$$(\lambda y. t_1)[s/x] = \begin{cases} \lambda y. t_1 & \text{if } x = y \\ \lambda y. (t_1[s/x]) & \text{if } x \neq y \text{ and } y \notin \text{FV}(s) \end{cases}$$

$$(t_1 t_2)[s/x] = (t_1[s/x])(t_2[s/x])$$

Table 2.3. Partial substitution function in $\lambda$-calculus

Notice here, that Table 2.3 shows a partial substitution function in $\lambda$-calculus. In fact, the case in which $x \neq y$ and $y \in \text{FV}(s)$ is not covered. In order to make the substitution function total, it is possible to work with terms up to renaming of bound variables.

The process of renaming bound variables is called $\alpha$-conversion. Let $x, y$ be $\lambda$-variables, and let $t = \lambda x. t_1$ be a $\lambda$-term. An $\alpha$-conversion of term $t$ consists in the substitution in $t_1$ of all the free occurrences of $x$ with $y$, provided that $t_1[y/x]$ is defined. Trivially, if $y$ is chosen distinct from any variable appearing free or bound in $t_1$, then $t_1[y/x]$ is well-defined. The result of the $\alpha$-conversion is a new $\lambda$-term $t'$ such that $t' = \lambda y. (t_1[y/x])$. The terms $t$ and $t'$ are $\alpha$-congruent and we write $t \equiv_{\alpha} t'$. More specifically, two terms $t$ and $t'$ are $\alpha$-congruent ($t \equiv_{\alpha} t'$), if there exists a chain of $\alpha$-conversions from $t$ to $t'$.

Intuitively, the name of bound variables can change whenever it is convenient. For example, if we want to calculate $(\lambda y.xy)[yz/x]$, we first rewrite $(\lambda y.xy)$ as $(\lambda w.xw)$ and after we substitute the variable $x$ with $yz$ obtaining as result $(\lambda w.yzw)$.

Unfortunately some problems arise from renaming variables. Suppose that an $\alpha$-conversion of the term $t_1 = \lambda x. \lambda x. x$ returns the term $t_2 = \lambda y. \lambda x. y$ renaming with $y$ the first and third occurrences of variable $x$ in the abstraction $t_1$. The terms $t_1$ and $t_2$ have not the same meaning, so they are not interchangeable. In the same fashion, renaming the variable $x$ with variable $y$ in the term $t_1 = \lambda x. \lambda y. x$, would produce the term $t_2 = \lambda y. \lambda y. y$, that again has different meaning from $t_1$. The examples above suggest that the choice of the new variable to substitute must be careful. More specifically, let $x, y$ be variables, let $t_1$ be a $\lambda$-term and let $t$ be a $\lambda$-abstraction such that $t = \lambda x. t_1$. To substitute the bound variable $x$ with the variable $y$ in $t$ it must be the case that:

- $y$ does not appear freely in $t_1$.
- $y$ is not bound by a $\lambda$ in $t_1$
Keeping in mind the previous two constraints introduced to avoid the capture of variables, it is possible to rewrite the substitution function as a total function, as in Table 2.4:

\[
\begin{align*}
  x[s/x] &= s \\
  y[s/x] &= y & \text{if } x \neq y \\
  (\lambda y.t_1)[s/x] &= \lambda y.(t_1[s/x]) \\
  (t_1 t_2)[s/x] &= (t_1[s/x])(t_2[s/x])
\end{align*}
\]

Table 2.4. Substitution function in $\lambda$-calculus

### 2.1.1 De Bruijn Indices Representation

In order to make $\lambda$-calculus more machine oriented, de Bruijn in 1972 proposed a new technique to formalize the concepts of the $\lambda$-calculus [dB72]. The technique is known as de Bruijn Indices Representation.

The idea is to represent bound variables in a canonical way up to $\alpha$-congruences. Although the two $\lambda$-terms $\lambda x.\lambda y.(yx)$ and $\lambda z.\lambda y.(yz)$ are different, they can be considered as the same term, with respect to an $\alpha$-conversion $\lambda x.\lambda y.(yx) \equiv_\alpha \lambda z.\lambda y.(yz)$. The idea of de Bruijn, then, was to find an unique representation for both terms $\lambda x.\lambda y.(yx)$ and $\lambda z.\lambda y.(yz)$.

Variables will be represented by natural numbers and not by names. If there is a bound occurrence of variable $x$ in a term $t$, for example in $\lambda x.x$, then the bound occurrence of $x$ is replaced by the natural number $k$. The number $k$ indicates to which binder $\lambda$ the bound occurrence of $x$ refers to. Thus, the term $\lambda x.x$ becomes $\lambda.0$ in de Bruijn representation.

In the same fashion, a natural number has to be assigned to each free variable of terms. The idea is to introduce a naming context $\Gamma$. The naming context $\Gamma$ assigns once and for all a number to each free variable. When we need to represent a term with free variables, we choose a number that is consistent with that assignment. Each free variable $x$ in a term $t$, will be represented by a number $z$ such that: $z = \text{number of variable } x \text{ in the context } \Gamma + \text{number of } \lambda \text{ binders over } x$. Some examples will explain the concept better.

Suppose that the naming context $\Gamma$ is the same of Table 2.5.
\[
\Gamma = x \rightarrow 2 \\
y \rightarrow 1 \\
z \rightarrow 0
\]

Table 2.5. Example of context

The term \(x(yz)\) will be represented as \(2(10)\) because all the variables are free and there are no binders, so variables take the number that they have in the naming context \(\Gamma\). On the other hand, the term \(\lambda x. xx\), in which variable \(x\) is bound and variable \(z\) is free, will be represented as \(\lambda.10\). The number 0 (for \(x\)) refers then to the first \(\lambda\) binder, and the number 1 (for \(z\)) is the number of the variable \(z\) in the context \(\Gamma\), plus the number of binders over \(z\) (so just one in the example). Following this approach it is possible to represent any \(\lambda\)-term \([dB72]\).

Shifting and Substitution

In section 2.1, it has been showed how dealing with \(\lambda\)-calculus needs substitution mechanisms over terms. The same concept has to be defined now, using de Bruijn representation. One auxiliary operation called shifting is required. Shifting gives new numbers to free variables within terms, after substitutions.

The problem is that when a substitution takes place, for example in \((\lambda y.x)[s/x]\), the term \(s\), after the substitution, will be enclosed under one more binder. According to the de Bruijn representation, in order that variables keep referring to the same names after substitutions, all the free variables of \(s\) have to be shifted by one, because we are adding one more binder to the context of \(s\).

Finding the free variables inside a generic term \(t\) expressed using de Bruijn representation, is not a trivial operation. We need a parameter called cutoff, \(c\), to keep track of how many binders we cross from the outermost term \(t\), to subterms of \(t\). In this way it is possible to determine whether a variable is bound or free in any subterm of \(t\). We need also another parameter \(d\) representing the increment to give to the variable that we are shifting.

The notation \(\uparrow_d^c (t)\) is used to indicate the \(d\)-place shift of term \(t\) from cutoff \(c\).

Formally a \(d\)-place shift of term \(t\) from cutoff \(c\) is defined recursively as in Table 2.6:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\uparrow_d^c (k))</td>
<td>(\begin{cases} k &amp; \text{if } k &lt; c \ k + d &amp; \text{if } k \geq c \end{cases})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\uparrow_d^c (\lambda.t_1))</td>
<td>(\lambda. \uparrow_{d+1}^{c+1} (t_1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\uparrow_d^c (t_1 \ t_2))</td>
<td>(\uparrow_d^c (t_2) \ \uparrow_d^c (t_2))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6. Shifting function

Once we have defined the shifting function, we are ready to define the substitution.
The substitution of a term $s$ for variable number $j$ in a term $t$, written $t[s/j]$ is defined as in Table 2.7:

$$k[s/j] = \begin{cases} s & \text{if } k = j \\ k & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

$$(\lambda.t_1)[s/j] = \lambda.(t_1[\uparrow^1(s)/j + 1])$$

$$(t_1\ t_2)[s/j] = (t_1[s/j])(t_2[s/j])$$

| Table 2.7. Substitution function with de Bruijn representation |

Let $c, d, x$ be natural numbers, let $t, s$ be generic nameless $\lambda$-terms, then Appendix A shows a pen and paper proof of Lemma 2.1.1:

**Lemma 2.1.1** $\uparrow^d_c (\lfloor s/x \rfloor t) \equiv \lfloor \uparrow^d_c (s)/ \uparrow^d_c (x) \rfloor \uparrow^d_c (t)$

Intuitively, Lemma 2.1.1 states that the result of the $d$-place shift from cutoff $c$ of the term obtained by the substitution of $x$ with $s$ in $t$, is the same result obtained by first $d$-shifting from cutoff $c$ the terms $s$, $t$ and the index $x$, and after computing the substitution.

Notice here that $\uparrow^d_c (x)$ is a number, e.g. $j_1$, and not a nameless $\lambda$-term. However this is perfectly consistent with the notation introduced in Table 2.7 for the substitution function with the de Bruijn terms.

Let $t$ be a $\lambda$-term, let $\Gamma$ be an environment and let $rm_\Gamma(t)$ be the function that takes a $\lambda$-term, $t$, and returns the nameless representation of $t$. Appendix A shows also a more general lemma (Lemma 2.1.2).

**Lemma 2.1.2** $rm_\Gamma(\lfloor s/x \rfloor t) \equiv [rm_\Gamma(s)/rm_\Gamma(x)]rm_\Gamma(t)$

### 2.2 The Description of the Challenge

The challenge covers some critical features of most programming languages such as:

- **Binders**: Binders are a centerpiece of most programming languages with static binding. In order to be type-safe, each programming language should at least ensure in its semantics treatments for $\alpha$-conversions and mechanisms to avoid to capture variables after substitutions.

- **Complex induction**: The goal of the challenge is to see how theorem provers can support complex induction patterns on meta-properties of most of programming languages, such as type soundness, nested induction on syntax and derivation trees.

The above issues are taken into account in the challenge, and a good solution covering all the points of the challenge, would be applicable across a wide range of programming language theory.
POPLMark is based on system $F_{<:}$. System $F_{<:}$ extends the polymorphic $\lambda$-calculus (simple $\lambda$-calculus with universal quantifier over types), with subtypes, records, record patterns and subtyping relation for records. Since the challenge is widely based on Pierce’s book *Types and Programming Languages* more information can be retrieved from there, or from the papers of Cardelli et al [CMMS94] and Curien and Ghelli [CG94].

The challenge has been divided into three different parts:

1. The first deals with the type language of system $F_{<:}$.
2. The second deals with terms, evaluation and type soundness.
3. The third concerns semantics issues and uses results from part 1 and part 2 for testing and animating.

Parts 1, 2 and 3 above, are successively divided into two parts: the first that considers the pure system $F_{<:}$, and the second that considers the system $F_{<:}$, enriched with records.

The strategy that should be used for solving the challenge, is to start small, and then thanks to reuse, extend the work.

It is possible to use any kind of formalization for solving the challenge. A good formalization is one which is intuitive and convenient respect to the tool adopted.

Several different representations have been proposed over the years (Nominal representation, with de Bruijn Indices [dB72], Locally Nameless [Cha09]), each of them with its own advantages and disadvantages.

- **Nominal Representation:** Variables are represented by names. There is a need to handle $\alpha$-conversion.

- **de Bruijn Indices Representation:** Variables are represented by numbers instead of names. If there is a bound occurrence of variable $x$ in a term $t$, for example in $\lambda x.x$, then the bound occurrence of $x$ is replaced by the natural number $k$. The number $k$ indicates to which binder $\lambda$ the bound occurrence of $x$ refers to. Thus, the term $\lambda x.x$ becomes $\lambda.0$ in de Bruijn representation. The formalization is strongly machine oriented and it is therefore easy and simple to work in a proof assistant. The main drawback of this representation is that it is highly dependent to the context. Additional shifting functions are required in order to keep track of variables that are added or eliminated from the current context.

- **Locally Nameless:** It is a hybrid approach which combines de Bruijn Indices and Nominal representations. This method uses de Bruijn Indices to represent bound variables and Nominal representation for free variables within terms. Terms that are $\alpha$-equivalent have still an unique representation. On the other hand, the terms remain close to the ordinary mathematics.
Evaluating which formalization is more adequate for the challenge is really hard and probably there is no answer. Nevertheless, practical experience has shown that the locally nameless representation is the one that best fits for the challenge, representing a good trade off between the machine-oriented approach followed using de Bruijn indices and the user-friendly solution with names.

All the chosen formalizations have to ensure that the types we are operating on are well formed in the environment considered. Intuitively, a type $T$ is well formed in the environment $\Gamma$, if all the free variables of $T$ are in the domain of $\Gamma$. The symbol $\Gamma \vdash T$ will be used to express the well-formedness judgment of a type $T$ with respect to the environment $\Gamma$.

Since we addressed only the first part of the challenge (called part 1.a) considering the pure system $F_<$, the other parts will not be described anymore.

### 2.2.1 Challenge 1.a: The Transitivity of Subtyping

Part 1.a of the POPLMark Challenge, deals with system $F_<$: without introducing records. The basic elements of system $F_<$ are types and environments. The syntax of types and environments is expressed respectively in Table 2.8 and in Table 2.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ ::=</th>
<th>types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>type variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Top$</td>
<td>maximum type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_1 \rightarrow T_2$</td>
<td>type of functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall X &lt;: T_1 . T_2$</td>
<td>universal type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.8.** Syntax of the types

In $\forall X <: T_1 . T_2$ of Table 2.8, the variable $X$ (subtype of variable $T_1$) is a binding occurrence with scope $T_2$ ($X$ is not bound in $T_1$). The type $\forall X <: T_1 . T_2$ is essential to express polymorphic subtyping. A term of type $\forall X <: T_1 . T_2$ takes a type $T <: T_1$ and produces a term of type $T_2[T/X]$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Gamma$ ::=</th>
<th>type environments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>empty type environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma, X &lt;: T$</td>
<td>type variable binding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.9.** Syntax of the environments

Although the syntactical rules are intuitive, showing some of their properties needs sophisticated reasoning.

The first part of the challenge concerns the transitivity of subtyping. Informally speaking, the subtyping relation states that if two types $T$ and $S$ are in subtyping relation, we write $T <: S$ ($T$ is subtype of $S$), then it is possible to use an instance of $T$ anytime an instance of $S$ is required.
The subtyping relation is defined as the least relation closed under the rules in Table 2.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtyping Relation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma \vdash S &lt;: \text{Top} ) (SA-Top)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma \vdash X &lt;: X ) (SA-Refl-TVar)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{X &lt;: U \in \Gamma}{\Gamma \vdash X &lt;: T} ) (SA-Trans-TVar)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{\Gamma \vdash T_1 &lt;: S_1 \quad \Gamma \vdash S_2 &lt;: T_2}{\Gamma \vdash S_1 \rightarrow S_2 &lt;: T_1 \rightarrow T_2} ) (SA-Arrow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{\Gamma \vdash T_1 &lt;: S_1 \quad \Gamma, X &lt;: T_1 \vdash S_2 &lt;: T_2}{\Gamma \vdash \forall X &lt;: S_1.S_2 &lt;: \forall X &lt;: T_1.T_2} ) (SA-All)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.10. Subtyping Relation

Let \( X \) be a type variable, let \( U, T, T_1, T_2, S_1, S_2 \) be generic types and let \( \Gamma \) be an environment. Rule (SA-Trans-TVar) states that if \( X \) is subtype of \( U \) in \( \Gamma \), and \( U \) is subtype \( T \) in \( \Gamma \), then it must be also the case that \( X \) is subtype of type \( T \) in \( \Gamma \). Rule (SA-Arrow) asserts that if in \( \Gamma \), \( T_1 \) is subtype of \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) is subtype of \( T_2 \), then it must be valid that the type function \( S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \) is subtype of the type function \( T_1 \rightarrow T_2 \) in \( \Gamma \). Rule (SA-All) states that if \( T_1 \) is subtype of \( S_1 \) in \( \Gamma \) and if \( S_2 \) is subtype of \( T_2 \) in \( \Gamma \), \( X <: T_1 \) (environment \( \Gamma \) enriched with one more variable type binding \( X <: T_1 \)), then it must be the case that \( \forall X <: S_1.S_2 \) is subtype of \( \forall X <: T_1.T_2 \) in \( \Gamma \).

The lemma to show is the following:

**Lemma 2.2.1 (Transitivity of Algorithmic Subtyping)** If \( \Gamma \vdash S <: Q \) and \( \Gamma \vdash Q <: T \), then \( \Gamma \vdash S <: T \)

In order to consider part 1.a of the challenge solved, another property called *narrowing*, has to be proved simultaneously with transitivity.

If two environments \( \Gamma, \Gamma' \) are in narrowing relation, then for all types \( S, T \) such that \( \Gamma \vdash S <: T \), it is the case that \( \Gamma' \vdash S <: T \). In other words, if for any two environments \( \Gamma, \Gamma' \) the narrowing relation holds, then if a type \( S \) is subtype of another type \( T \) in \( \Gamma \), it is also valid that \( S \) is subtype of \( T \) in \( \Gamma' \).

**Lemma 2.2.2 (Narrowing)** If \( \Gamma, X <: Q, \Delta \vdash M <: N \) and \( \Gamma \vdash P <: Q \), then \( \Gamma, X <: P, \Delta \vdash M <: N \)
Appendix A of [ABF+05] presents a pen and paper proof that shows one of the proof-strategies that can be adopted for solving the challenge. The approach that has been used in this thesis will be presented in next chapters.
Chapter 3

Background

The aim of this chapter is to give a short introduction to the theorem proving framework used to solve the part 1 of the POPLMark Challenge.

Studies of theorem proving are concentrated into two different themes: Automated Theorem Proving and Interactive Theorem Proving.

The differences between the two approaches are suggested directly from words automatic and interactive, in fact:

- The focus of automated theorem proving is to automatically prove the validity of a wide range of mathematical theorems, with help of computer programs.

- On the other hand, interactive theorem proving aims to reach the same goal, concentrating the efforts of humans and tools together.

The problem of deciding whether a formula is valid or not varies from trivial to impossible according to the logic embedded in the theorem prover used. For the rest of this presentation we focus our attention to first order $\mu$-calculus and its properties, which is the logic used by the tool that has been used to address the challenge (VCPT).

Next sections introduce the concepts of First Order $\mu$-calculus (Section 3.1) and Gentzen-Type System for first order $\mu$-calculus (Section 3.2).

3.1 First-Order $\mu$-calculus

The $\mu$-calculus is a formal system which can express some important behaviors of programming languages, e.g. recursion. Propositional logic and first-order logic are inadequate in expressing some features of programming languages due to their weak expressive power.

Over the years studies have been conducted exploring how to make logics more powerful in order to deal with more advanced problems in computer science and mathematics. One good solution is to increase the power of basic logics (propositional logic, first-order logic, modal logic) with general inductive and co-inductive
definitions. The logics obtained with such inclusion will be respectively called propositional $\mu$-calculus, first-order $\mu$-calculus and modal $\mu$-calculus.

Thanks to the fixed point operator $\mu$ many behaviors of programs can be formalized in a nice and elegant way. However, such increase in expressive power is not totally effortless. Fixed point logics are traditionally considered hard to understand. Furthermore, their semantics requires familiarity with material that, although not difficult, is often omitted from undergraduate studies. Not least, the logics become substantially more expressive but decision problems become harder and in some cases impossible (for instance from first order logic to first order logic $\mu$-calculus). Moreover, proof systems become more complex.

Next sections present first an introduction to fixed point theory and then the syntax and semantics of first-order logic $\mu$-calculus is introduced.

**Fixed Points**

The description in this section is based on Stirling’s book *Modal and Temporal Properties of Processes* [Sti01].

In theoretical computer science a transition system is an abstract machine used in the study of computation. The machine consists of a set of states and transitions between states. Formally a transition system can be declared as a 5-tuple $<P,I,A,\delta,G>$ where:

- $P$ is the set of states (the state space),
- $I \subseteq P$ is a finite set of initial states,
- $A$ is the set of actions,
- $\delta \subseteq P \times A \times P$ is the transition relation,
- $G \subseteq P$ is a finite set of final state.

An action $a_i$ is applicable in a state $s \in P$ if $(s,a_i,s') \in \delta$ for at least one $s'$.

To give a semantic to our transition system we could take an arbitrary formula $\phi$, and map $\phi$ to the powerset of $P$, $2^P$ (we write $\varphi(P)$). The purpose of such representation is to know in which states a formula holds, or differently speaking, in which states a formula is valid. A formula $\phi$ may also contain free variables $Z$ ranging over $\varphi(P)$. The semantic of a formula $\phi(Z)$ can be viewed as a function $f: \varphi(P) \rightarrow \varphi(P)$.

If $f(S)=S$, then $S$ is called fixed point. The application of the function $f$ on the set $S$ such that $S \subseteq P$, has left $S$ unchanged. We are again at the point we started. This illustrates the similarity of fixed points with recursive behaviors. Furthermore if $f(S) \subseteq f(S')$ whenever $S \subseteq S' \subseteq P$ then $f$ is monotonic.

For monotone functions on complete lattices the *Knaster* and *Tarski* theorem [Win93] ensures the existence of both least and greatest fixed point.
Theorem 3.1.1 (Knaster-Tarski) If \((L, \leq)\) is a complete lattice and \(f: L \rightarrow L\) is ordering-preserving (monotone function), then \(f\) has a fixed point. In fact, the set of fixed points of \(f\) is a complete lattice.

The important result of theorem 3.1.1 is the guarantee of existence of least and greatest fixed points for \(f\), since every complete lattice always has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. Greatest and least fixed points are defined as follows:

- **Greatest**: Union of post fixed point: \(\bigcup\{S \subseteq P \mid S \subseteq f(S)\}\)
- **Least**: Intersection of pre fixed point: \(\bigcap\{S \subseteq P \mid f(S) \subseteq S\}\)

Hence, it is possible to introduce two more operators to represent least and greatest fixed points: \(\mu\), such that \(\mu Z. \phi(Z)\) is a formula whose semantics is least fixed point of \(f\), and similarly \(\nu\), such that \(\nu Z. \phi(Z)\) is a formula whose semantics is greatest fixed point of \(f\) (when the semantics \(\phi(Z)\) is monotonic).

**Approximation**

There is a more mechanical method, due to Tarski and others, for finding the greatest and the least fixed point of monotonic functions. Let \(f\) be a monotonic function, let \(P\) be a set of processes, and let \(S\) be a subset of \(P\), then from Knaster and Tarski theorem, there always exists greatest and least fixed points.

Supposing now that our goal is to determine the greatest fixed point \(\nu f\). We might define iteratively \(\nu^i f\) (the \(i\)-th approximation of \(\nu f\)) as follows:

\[\nu^0 f = P\] and \(\nu^{i+1} f = f(\nu^i f)\)

Due to the monotonicity of \(f\) we have that \(\nu^1 f \subseteq \nu^0 f\) and \(f(\nu^1 f) \subseteq f(\nu^0 f)\) that is \(\nu^2 f \subseteq \nu^1 f\). The iterative application of \(f\) will then imply that for all \(i\), \(\nu^{i+1} f \subseteq \nu^i f\). Notice now that the greatest fixed point \(\nu f\) is subset of \(\nu^0 f\), since \(\nu^0 f\) is the set of all processes. Due to the monotonicity of \(f\), again, for all \(i\), \(\nu f \subseteq \nu^i f\).

In fact, \(\nu f \subseteq \nu^0 f\) by definition and therefore \(f^n(\nu f) \subseteq f^n(\nu^0 f)\) for any \(n\) where \(f^n(x)\) is the application of \(f\) to \(x\) \(n\) times. As \(\nu f\) is a fixed point \(f^n(\nu f) = \nu f\), and \(f^n(\nu^0 f)\) is the set \(\nu^n f\). If \(\nu^1 f = \nu^1 f\) then \(\nu^j f\) is the set \(\nu f\) and therefore \(\nu f\) is \(\nu f\) for every \(j \geq i\). We have built a chain of inclusions such that:

\[\nu^0 f \supseteq \nu^1 f \supseteq \ldots \supseteq \nu^j f \supseteq \ldots\]

Thus, when \(\nu^{i+1} f = \nu^i f\) we have found the greatest fixed point \(\nu f\). The situation for the least fixed point is exactly the dual of the latter. More specifically, let \(\mu f\) be the least fixed point, \(\mu^0 = \emptyset\) (empty set) and let \(\mu^{i+1} f = f(\mu^i f)\), then:
This time the least fixed point \( \mu f \) will be a superset of each of the iterates \( \mu^\alpha f \) and it will appear at the first time when \( \mu^\alpha f = \mu^{\alpha+1} f \). Each \( \nu^\alpha f \) approximates \( v f \) from above, whereas each \( \mu^\alpha f \) approximates \( \mu f \) from below.

If \( P \) is a finite set containing \( n \) processes, then the iterative process terminates in at most \( n \) steps.

If \( P \) is an infinite set, it is still possible to guarantee that the fixed point \( \nu f \) is reachable iteratively by invoking ordinals as indices. In 1883, Cantor introduced the concept of ordinals [Can82]. Recall that ordinals are ordered as follows.

\[
0, 1, \ldots, w, w + 1, \ldots, w + w, w + 1, \ldots
\]

The ordinal \( w \) is the initial limit ordinal (which has no immediate predecessor), whereas \( w + 1 \) is its successors. Let \( \alpha \) and \( \lambda \) be two ordinals. Let \( \nu^0 f \) be the set \( P \) (\( \nu^0 f = P \)) and \( \nu^{\alpha+1} f = f(\nu^\alpha f) \). The case when \( \lambda \) is a limit ordinal is defined as follows.

\[
\nu^\lambda f = \bigcap\{\nu^\alpha f : \alpha < \lambda\}
\]

Due to the monotonicity of \( f \), like previous cases:

\[
\nu^0 f \supseteq \nu^1 f \supseteq \ldots \supseteq \nu^w f \supseteq \nu^{w+1} f \supseteq \ldots
\]

The fixed point \( \nu f \) appears somewhere in the sequence, at the first point when \( \nu^\alpha f = \nu^{\alpha+1} f \). For the proof of this statement we refer to the Stirling’s book *Modal and Temporal Properties of Processes* [Sti01].

The situation for the least fixed point \( \mu f \) is dual. Let \( \mu^0 f \) be the empty set \( \emptyset \), and \( \mu^{\alpha+1} f = f(\mu^\alpha f) \). The limit ordinal \( \lambda \) is defined as follows:

\[
\mu^\lambda f = \bigcup\{\mu^\alpha f : \alpha < \lambda\}
\]

There is the following possibly increasing sequence of sets.

\[
\mu f \cup \mu f \cup \ldots \cup \mu f \cup \mu f \cup \ldots
\]

The fixed point \( \mu f \) is a superset of each iterates \( \mu^\alpha f \). First, \( \mu^0 f \subseteq \mu f \), and by monotonicity of \( f \) \( \mu^\alpha f \subseteq \mu f \) for any \( \alpha \). As for the latter case, the first point in which \( \mu^\alpha f = \mu^{\alpha+1} f \) determinates the fixed point \( \mu f \).
3.1.1 Syntax of First-Order \( \mu \)-calculus

The presentation in this section is based on Dam and Sprenger paper [SD03].

Let \( x, y, z \ldots \in V_i \) be an infinite set of individual variables, let \( X^n, Y^n, Z^n \ldots \in V_p^n \) be predicate variables with arity \( n \geq 0 \) and let \( \iota, \kappa, \lambda \ldots \in V_o \) be ordinal variables. Let \( t \) range over the terms of the first order signature \( \Sigma \). We write \( t \) for a vector \(<t_1, \ldots, t_n>\) of terms, let \( |t| \) denote its length \( n \) and \( \{t\} \) the set \( \{t_1, \ldots, t_n\} \).

According to the above notation the syntax of the first-order \( \mu \)-calculus is the following:

**Definition 3.1.2 (Syntax)** The syntax of \( \mu \)-calculus formulas \( \phi \) and \( n \)-ary abstraction \( \Phi^n \) over \( \Sigma \) is inductively defined by:

\[
\phi ::= t = t' \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi_1 \lor \phi_2 \mid \exists x. \phi \mid \exists \kappa. \phi \mid \exists \kappa' < \kappa. \phi \mid \Phi^n(I)
\]

\[
\Phi^n ::= X^n \mid \mu X^n(\pi). \phi \mid \mu^\kappa X^n(\pi). \phi
\]

with the restriction that \(|x| = n\) in fixed point abstraction \( \mu X^n(\pi). \phi \) and approximation abstractions \( \mu^\kappa X^n(\pi). \phi \), and \(|I| = n\) in applications \( \Phi^n(I) \). Furthermore, fixed point and approximation abstraction formation are subject to the usual formal monotonicity condition requiring that each occurrence \( X^n \) in \( \phi \) appears in the scope of an even number of negation symbols.

The sets of free variables of formulas are defined as expected. In particular:

\[
\text{fv}(\exists \kappa' < \kappa. \phi) = (\text{fv}(\phi)-\{\kappa'\}) \cup \{\kappa\}
\]

\[
\text{fv}(\Phi(I)) = \text{fv}(\Phi) \cup \text{fv}(I)
\]

\[
\text{fv}(\mu X(\pi). \phi) = \text{fv}(\phi) \setminus \{X, \pi\}
\]

\[
\text{fv}(\mu^\kappa X(\pi). \phi) = (\text{fv}(\phi) \setminus \{X, \pi\}) \cup \{\kappa\}
\]

**Table 3.1.** Free variables of first-order \( \mu \)-calculus formulas

This can be extended to any set of formulas \( \Delta \) by defining \( \text{fv}(\Delta) = \cup \{\text{fv}(\phi) \mid \phi \in \Delta\} \). In Table 3.2, the derivation of greatest fixed point and greatest fixed point approximation is highlighted:

\[
\nu X(\pi). \phi = \neg \mu X(\pi). \neg \phi[\neg X/X]
\]

\[
\nu^\kappa X(\pi). \phi = \neg \mu^\kappa X(\pi). \neg \phi[\neg X/X]
\]

**Table 3.2.** Greatest fixed point operators

3.1.2 Semantics of First-Order \( \mu \)-calculus

Let \( \Sigma \) be a first-order signature. A \( \Sigma \)-model \( M = (A, \rho) \) consists of a \( \Sigma \)-structure \( A \) interpreting the symbols in \( \Sigma \) and an \( A \)-environment \( \rho \) interpreting each variable.
to its respective domain. We write $|A|$ for the support set of the structure $A$. Let $\mathbb{2} = \{0,1\}$ be the two point lattice, let $S$ be an arbitrary set and let $\mathbf{Pred}(S) = 2^S$ be the lattice of predicates over $S$ ordered pointwise. The semantics interprets a $\mu$-calculus formula $\phi$ to an element $||\phi||_M \in 2$ and a n-ary abstraction $\Phi$ as an element $||\Phi||_M \in \mathbf{Pred}(|A|^n)$. We usually drop $M$ and write $||\phi||_\rho$ and $||\Phi||_\rho$ if the structure $A$ is clear from the context.

The semantics $||t||_\rho \in |A|$ of a term $t$ is defined as usual. Thus, given a signature $\Sigma$ and a $\Sigma$-model $(A,\rho)$ the semantics of $\mu$-calculus formulas $\phi$ and abstractions $\Phi$ over $\Sigma$ is inductively defined as:

$$
||t = t'||_\rho = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } ||t||_\rho = ||t'||_\rho \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}
$$

$$
||\neg \phi||_\rho = 1 - ||\phi||_\rho
$$

$$
||\phi_1 \lor \phi_2||_\rho = \max\{||\phi_1||_\rho,||\phi_2||_\rho\}
$$

$$
||\exists x.\phi||_\rho = \bigvee_{a \in |A|} ||\phi||_\rho[a/x]
$$

$$
||\exists k.\phi||_\rho = \bigvee_{\beta < \rho(k)} ||\phi||_\rho[\beta/k]
$$

$$
||\Phi(\overline{t})||_\rho = ||\Phi||_\rho(||\overline{t}||_\rho)
$$

$$
||X||_\rho = \rho(X)
$$

$$
||\mu X(\overline{t}).\phi||_\rho = \mu \Psi
$$

$$
||\mu^kX(\overline{t}).\phi||_\rho = \mu^{\phi(k)}\Psi
$$

Table 3.3. Semantic of first-order $\mu$-calculus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\Psi = \lambda P.\lambda \overline{t}.||\phi||_\rho[P/X,\overline{t}/\overline{t}]$.

A model $M = (A,\rho)$ satisfies a formula $\phi$, and we write $M \models \phi$, if $||\phi||_\rho = 1$. The formula $\phi$ is called valid, and we write $\models \phi$, if $\phi$ is satisfied in all $\Sigma$-models. Given a $\Sigma$-model $M = (A,\rho)$ we extend $\rho$ a posteriori to terms $t$ and formulas $\phi$ other than variables by defining $\rho(t) = ||t||_\rho$ and $\rho(\phi) = ||\phi||_\rho$.

### 3.2 Gentzen-Type System for first order $\mu$-calculus

This section introduces a Gentzen-Type System for proving properties with respect to first-order $\mu$-calculus formulas. The contents are strongly based on papers of Dam, Gurov and Fredlund [Dam98, DG00, Fre01]. The crucial idea is to use explicit approximations of fixed points. The system is based on a global condition on derivation, which uses ordinal approximation to apply a well-founded induction on ordinals.

#### 3.2.1 Ordinal Constraints

The proof system uses explicit ordinal approximation of fixed point formulas. Let $O = (|O|,<_O)$ be a partial order, where $|O|$ is a finite set of ordinal variables and
$<_{O}$ is a binary, irreflexive and transitive relation on $|O|$. We call $O$ set of ordinal constraints.

### 3.2.2 Sequent

Sequents of the proof system have the following form: $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$. Both $\Gamma, \Delta$ are finite sets of formulas and $O$ is the set of ordinal constraints. The sequent $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$ is *well-formed* if all the free ordinal variables in $\Gamma$ and $\Delta$ are in $|O|$.

The set of free variables of a sequent $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$ is defined as follows:

$$fv(\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta) = fv(\Gamma \cup \Delta) \cup |O|.$$  

Given a $\Sigma$-model $M = (A, \rho)$ we say that $M$ *satisfies* a sequent $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$ whenever $\rho$ respects $O$ and $M \models \phi$ for all $\phi \in \Gamma$ then $M \models \psi$ for some $\psi \in \Delta$. If the model $M$ does not satisfy the sequent $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$, then $M$ *falsifies* $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$.

A sequent $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$ is *valid*, if it is satisfied in all models and *invalid* otherwise.

### 3.2.3 Proof Rules

The proof rules are presented according to the tableaux style with the conclusion above the line and the premises below. Informally, the conclusion is valid, if all the premises are valid.

\[
\text{(Name)} \quad \frac{\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta}{\Gamma_1 \vdash_{O} \Delta_1 \ldots \Gamma_n \vdash_{O} \Delta_n}
\]

For sake of simplicity rules of derived operators are not presented. In Table 3.4 and 3.5 the standard *Structural* and *Logical/Equality* rules are introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Rules</th>
<th>Logical/Equality Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{(Id)}$ $\Gamma, \phi \vdash_{O} \phi, \Delta$</td>
<td>$\text{(Cut)}$ $\Gamma, \phi \vdash_{O} \Delta \quad \Gamma \vdash_{O} \phi, \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{(Weak-L)}$ $\Gamma, \phi \vdash_{O} \Delta$</td>
<td>$\text{(Weak-R)}$ $\Gamma \vdash_{O} \Delta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Structural Rules
### Logical and Equality Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \neg \phi \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \phi \vdash \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\lor-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \phi_1 \lor \phi_2 \vdash \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\lor-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \phi_1 \lor \phi_2 \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists x.\phi \vdash \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists x.\phi \gordl \Delta$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(=L)$</td>
<td>$Ga[t_2/x], t_1 = t_2 \vdash \Delta[t_2/x]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(=R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \Delta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fixed Point Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu_1-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, (\mu X(\overline{x}).\phi)(\overline{t}) \vdash \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu_0-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash (\mu X(\overline{x}).\phi)(\overline{t}) \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu_k-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists k. (\mu^k X(\overline{x}).\phi)(\overline{t}) \vdash \Delta \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\mu_k-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash (\mu^k X(\overline{x}).\phi)(\overline{t}), \Delta \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ordinal Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists k.\phi \vdash \Delta, k \notin O \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \exists k.\phi, \Delta \gordl O, k \in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0^k-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists k^\prime &lt; k.\phi \vdash \Delta, k^\prime \notin O \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0^k-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \exists k^\prime &lt; k.\phi, \Delta \gordl O, k^\prime \in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.5. First Order Rules

| Table 3.6. Fixed Points and Ordinal Rules |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0^k-L)$</td>
<td>$Ga, \exists k^\prime &lt; k.\phi \vdash \Delta, k^\prime \notin O \gordl \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\exists_0^k-R)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \exists k^\prime &lt; k.\phi, \Delta \gordl O, k^\prime \in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(OrdSrt)$</td>
<td>$Ga \vdash \Delta \gordl O' \subseteq O$ and $\iota &lt;_{O'} k$, $k \in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Table 3.6 there are rules for fixed points and ordinals. Rule \((\mu_1 - L)\) is the crucial rule for fixed points because it introduces a new ordinal approximation \(k\) in the sequent. If there is a least approximated fixed point, \(\mu^k X(\bar{x}), \phi\), on the left or right side of the turnstile, with rules \((\mu_k - L)\) and \((\mu_k - R)\), it is possible to unfold the definition of \(\mu^k X(\bar{x}), \phi\) (left or right side). It will be possible to introduce a new ordinal \(k' \notin O\) that is strictly less than \(k\) to the left hand side or to use an ordinal \(k' \in O\) that is strictly less than \(k\) to the right hand side.

### 3.2.4 Derivation Tree

Formally a derivation tree is a three-tuple \((N, E, L)\) composed by a tree \((N, E)\) with nodes \(N\) and edges \(E\), and a labeling function \(L\) which associates each node of the tree with a sequent. The labeling function \(L\) labels nodes and sequents consistently with respect to the proof rules.

As example consider a proof rule:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S_1 \quad S_2 \quad \ldots \quad S_n
\end{array}
\]

and the derivation trees \(T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\) having the roots \(S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\), then

\[
\begin{array}{c}
S
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
T_1 \quad T_2 \quad \ldots \quad T_n
\end{array}
\]

is a derivation tree with root \(S\) and leaves \(T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\).

### 3.2.5 The Proof

Fixed point formulas have no bound on the number of possible unfoldings. Generally fixed point formulas can grow infinitely so it is not always possible to decide validity of properties using proof rules introduced in Section 3.2.3. We need a process that allows to consider only a finite part of an infinite derivation tree as proof for properties. To reach that goal, the well-founded induction on ordinals presented by Dam and Sprenger in [SD03] is used. We need to find a special derivation tree representing an infinite derivation chain. Intuitively, in that derivation tree, the leaf has to be a repeat of same other node. In order to understand the concept, it must be precisely defined what a repeat is. Let \(D = (E, N, L)\) be a derivation tree (see Section 3.2.4) then:

**Definition 3.2.1 (Repeat)** Let \(M = (\Gamma \vdash_o \Delta)\) and \(N = (\Gamma' \vdash_o \Delta')\) be two nodes of \(D\). A repeat of \(D\) is a three-tuple \((M, N, \sigma)\), where \(N\) is a leaf node of \(D\) and \(\sigma\) a substitution function such that:

1. \(\phi \in \Gamma\) implies \(\sigma(\phi) \in \Gamma'\).
2. \(\psi \in \Delta\) implies \(\sigma(\psi) \in \Delta'\).
3. \( k \in |O| \) implies \( \sigma(k) \in |O'| \).

4. \( i <_O k \) implies \( \sigma(i) <_{O'} \sigma(k) \)

The node \( N \) is called repeat node while \( M \) is called companion node.

**Definition 3.2.2 (Pre-Proof)** A pre-proof \( P = (D,R) \) is a derivation tree \( D \) with a set \( R \) of repeats such that \( R \) contains exactly one repeat \((M,N,\sigma)\) for each leaf node \( N \) of \( D \).

**Definition 3.2.3 (Pre-Proof Graph)** Let \( P = (D,R) \) be a pre-proof. The graph obtained from \( D \) by adding \( \{(N,M)| (M,N,\sigma) \in R \} \) is called pre-proof graph for \( P \).

**Definition 3.2.4 (Discharge Order)** A discharge order on a pre-proof \( P = (D,R) \) is a partial ordering \( \prec \) on the repeats such that, if \( R = (M,N,\sigma) \) and \( R' = (M',N',\sigma') \) are any two repeats for which \( R \not\prec R' \) and \( R' \not\prec R \), then every path \( M \ldots N', M' \ldots N \) through the pre-proof graph contains a repeat \( R'' \) with \( R \prec R'' \) and \( R' \prec R'' \).

**Definition 3.2.5 (Progress, Preservation)** Let \( R = (M,N,\sigma) \) be a repeat and \( M, N \) be respectively labelled with sequents \( \Gamma \vdash O \Delta \) and \( \Gamma_1 \vdash O_1 \Delta_1 \ldots \Gamma_n \vdash O_n \Delta_n \). Let \( \alpha \in |P| \) be an ordinal variable. We say that \( R \) progresses on \( \alpha \) if \( \sigma(\alpha) <_O \alpha \), and \( R \) preserves \( \alpha \) if \( \sigma(\alpha) \leq O \alpha \).

**Definition 3.2.6 (Discharge)** A pre-proof \( P = (D,R) \) is dischargeable with respect to a discharge order \( \prec \), if for every repeat \( R \) there is an ordinal variable \( \alpha_R \) such that \( R \) progresses on \( \alpha_R \) and \( R \) preserves \( \alpha_R' \) whenever \( R < R' \).

**Definition 3.2.7 (Proof)** A pre-proof \( P = (D,R) \) is a proof of the root sequent of \( D \) if it is dischargeable with respect to some discharge order \( \prec \).

We now cite the local soundness lemma and the soundness theorem without proving them. Further information can be found in [SD03].

**Lemma 3.2.8 (Local Soundness)** For each proof rule:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Gamma_1 \vdash O_1 \Delta \\
\Gamma \vdash O \Delta
\end{array}
\]

and any falsifying interpretation \( E \) of its conclusion sequent \( \Gamma \vdash O \Delta \), there exists a falsifying interpretation \( E' \) of one of its premises \( \Gamma_i \vdash O_i \Delta_i \) such that \( E \) and \( E' \) agree on all common free variables of \( \Gamma \vdash O \Delta \) and \( \Gamma_i \vdash O_i \Delta_i \).

**Theorem 3.2.9** Let \( P = (D,R) \) be a proof of \( \Gamma \vdash O \Delta \), then \( \Gamma \vdash O \Delta \) is valid.
3.3 A concrete Example

The section shows a concrete example of all the concepts introduced in the previous sections.

More specifically, it is proved that a natural number $x$, is either even or odd.

Before presenting the complete proof, some derived rules and abbreviations must be introduced. The derivation uses the rules $(\wedge-L), (\wedge-R)$ for conjunctions left and right hand side. More specifically:

$$(\wedge-L) \frac{\Gamma, \phi_1 \land \phi_2 \vdash \Delta}{\Gamma, \phi_1, \phi_2 \vdash \Delta} \quad (\wedge-R) \frac{\Gamma \vdash \phi_1 \land \phi_2, \Delta}{\Gamma \vdash \phi_1, \phi_2 \Delta}$$

Table 3.7. Some derived rules

The partial orders $O_1, O_2, O_3$ used in the derivation are the smallest partial orders such that:

$$|O_1| = \{\alpha\}$$

$$|O_2| = \{\alpha, \alpha'\} \quad \alpha' <_{O_2} \alpha$$

$$|O_3| = \{\alpha, \alpha', \alpha'', t, p\} \quad \alpha'' <_{O_3} \alpha' \quad \alpha' <_{O_3} \alpha$$

Table 3.8. Partial order of the variable used in the example

Three least fixed point predicates are defined as follows:

$\text{Nat} : \mu \text{Nat}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y)) \right)$

$\text{Even} : \mu \text{Even}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(\text{succ}(y))) \right)$

$\text{Odd} : \mu \text{Odd}(x). \left( x = \text{succ}(0) \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Odd}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(\text{succ}(y))) \right)$

The predicates $\text{Nat}, \text{Even}, \text{Odd}$ are intended to represent respectively the straightforward concepts of natural number, even natural number and odd natural number.

Furthermore the following abbreviations will be used in the rest of the example:

$\text{Nat}^\alpha : \mu^\alpha \text{Nat}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y)) \right)$

$\text{Even}^\alpha : \mu^\alpha \text{Even}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(\text{succ}(y))) \right)$

$\text{Odd}^\alpha : \mu^\alpha \text{Odd}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Odd}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(\text{succ}(y))) \right)$

The property to prove is the following:

$\text{Nat}(z) \vdash \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)$

The derivation starts in this way:

$$\frac{(\mu \text{Nat}(z). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y))) \right))(z) \vdash_{\emptyset} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)}{(A)}$$

$$(\exists k. \mu^k \text{Nat}(x). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y))) \right)((z) \vdash_{\emptyset} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z))$$

$$(\mu^\alpha \text{Nat}(x)(x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y)))(z) \vdash_{O_1} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z))$$

$$(\mu^\alpha \text{Nat}^\alpha)((z) \vdash_{O_1} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z))$$

$$(\mu^\alpha \text{Nat}^\alpha)(z = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}^\alpha(y) \land z = \text{succ}(y)))(z) \vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z))$$

$$(A) \quad (B) \quad (\vee^\alpha L) \quad (\mu^\alpha L) \quad (\exists^\alpha L) \quad (\mu^\alpha \text{Nat}(z). \left( x = 0 \lor \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land x = \text{succ}(y))) \right))(z) \vdash_{\emptyset} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)$$
The two subgoals (A) and (B) generated by the last rule are the following:

- (A): \( z = 0 \vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z) \)
- (B): \( \exists y(\text{Nat}^{\alpha}(y) \land z = \text{succ}(y)) \vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z) \)

We focus for the moment on goal (A).

\[
\frac{\vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(0), \text{Odd}(0)}{\vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)} (\because L)
\]

Now that the goal (A) is solved, we can prove the validity of goal (B).

\[
\frac{\vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \exists y(\text{Nat}^{\alpha}(y) \land z = \text{succ}(y)))}{\vdash_{O_2} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)} \quad (\exists_1 \cdot L)
\]

The two subgoals (B1) and (B2), obtained from the last rule are:

- (B1): \( t = 0, z = \text{succ}(t) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z) \)
- (B2): \( \exists y(\text{Nat}^{\alpha}(y) \land t = \text{succ}(y)), z = \text{succ}(t) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z) \)

We proceed solving first the goal (B1):

\[
\frac{t = 0, z = \text{succ}(t) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)}{\vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(\text{succ}(0)), \text{Odd}(\text{succ}(0))} (\because L)
\]

Finally we solve goal (B2).

\[
\frac{\exists y(\text{Nat}^{\alpha}(y) \land t = \text{succ}(y)), z = \text{succ}(t) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)}{\exists y(\text{Nat}^{\alpha}(y) \land t = \text{succ}(y)), z = \text{succ}(t) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(z), \text{Odd}(z)} \quad (\exists_1 \cdot L)
\]

In order to be more concise we consider the application of rule \((\mu^* \cdot R)\) for both formulas on the right hand side, \(\text{Even}(\text{succ}(\text{succ}(p)))\) and \(\text{Odd}(\text{succ}(\text{succ}(p)))\). After such application the following goal is obtained:
\( \text{Nat}^{\alpha''}(p) \vdash_{O_3} \text{succ(succ}(p)) = 0, \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \),
\( \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ}(0), \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Odd}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \)

For sake of simplicity the first and third formula on the right hand side are weaken out (they are trivially false), and it is considered only the remainder.

\( \text{Nat}^{\alpha''}(p) \vdash_{O_3} \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \),
\( \text{Nat}(p) \land \text{Odd}(p) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(p)) \)

Applying twice rule \((\exists \˘R)^{\alpha''}(p) \vdash_{O_3} \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \),
\( \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Odd}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \)

Notice now that applying more times rule \((\land \˘R)^{\alpha''}(p) \vdash_{O_3} \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Even}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \),
\( \exists y (\text{Nat}(y) \land \text{Odd}(y) \land \text{succ(succ}(p)) = \text{succ(succ}(y))) \)

It remains to analyze the following subgoal:

\( \text{Nat}^{\alpha''}(p) \vdash_{O_3} \text{Even}(p) \land \text{Odd}(p) \)

The node above, can be discharged due to the well-founded discharge condition against the node labelled with ■, concluding the proof.
Chapter 4

The Tool: VCPT

The term VCPT is an acronym for VeriCode Proof Tool. Concisely VCPT is a proof assistant for $\mu$-calculus based on first-order logic with explicit fixed points.

VCPT is implemented using Standard ML (SML), a programming language derived from ML. ML was originally a set of meta-languages created by Robin Milner at the University of Edinburgh, with the intention of helping users and software developers in theorem proving. Later these meta-languages have been standardized in what was called SML. It is not uncommon to refer to SML for theorem proving issues and a lot of other theorem provers, like HOL [GM93] and Isabelle [Pau94b], are written with the same language. For further information about SML see the book Programming with standard ML [MCP93]. For an introduction to the proof assistant theory and how to implement a proof assistant in SML see [Pau94a].

The user that aims to prove properties with VCPT reasons backward starting from the main goal. He shows the validity of the goal by applying proof rules that match a conclusion. If these rules have assumptions, they become new goals of the proof.

The major difference between VCPT and other theorem provers lies in the way VCPT manages the whole proof tree. The discharge rule works on the entire proof tree and needs to check all the ancestors of the current node. For this reason we must take track of the whole proof tree and not just of the node which we are trying to prove.

VCPT is not an automated theorem prover, so it does not provide sophisticated methods and tactics to handle logical formulas without interaction with user. However, being a proof assistant, VCPT helps users in proving properties by means of a collection of available definitions, delaying the choice of witness and incremental/automatic checks for the discharge rule. The choice of a witness is a crucial step in lot of proofs. VCPT allows delaying the choice of the witness, introducing what it is usually called meta-variable. A meta-variable can be viewed as an abstract variable that can assume any value of its domain. In this way users can introduce meta-variables sooner, and later when more information about which value may be
suitable for that variable are available, assign the value to the variable in order to make the proof sound.

There is also a support for graphical display of proofs called DaVinci graph visualizer. The DaVinci tool gives a graphical interface to visualize how the proof is going and to simply navigate the proof tree. Thus, with the command `display_proof()` from the VCPT prompt an instance of DaVinci tool will automatically start displaying the current proof. The DaVinci tool will not be explained anymore because it has not been used in this thesis.

4.1 Syntax and Theories

Proving properties with VCPT requires to collect theorems in a so-called theory. A theory is a set of datatypes, predicates and theorems to prove. During the implementation of the theory it is possible to augment the power of the tool by defining some ad-hoc tactics and helping functions in order to make the reasoning simpler. In fact the tool allows to embed SML-Code in the theory, or just call it through an external file. Thus, when a theory file is read, the SML-external code is loaded and since then tactics declared in that SML file can be used.

Another important characteristic of the tool is that it allows to build theories incrementally. A theory can use other theories and build up data and functions that are available in them.

All the elements that compose a VCPT theory will be discussed in the next sections.

Since VCPT uses many-sorted first-order structures for constructing datatypes, it is presented a brief description of those structures before introducing VCPT datatypes.

4.1.1 Many-Sorted First-Order Structures

In mathematics and logic, there is often a need for a formal way to define datatypes that will be used later.

Datatypes are constructed in VCPT as terms of what is a so-called many-sorted first-order structure. In order to generate datatypes, we need to specify sorts and functions ranging over those sorts. Function symbols are applied to a number of terms of a specific sort. We introduce a simple example (Example 4.1.1), with the intent of giving an intuitive view of the many-sorted first-order structures. For more information about signatures and structures in many-sorted contexts see [MT92].

**Example 4.1.1** Suppose we want to declare a new datatype, `nat`, that represents natural numbers. A natural number can be either zero or a successor of another natural number. Thus, we can declare a new many sorted first-order structure `nat` with one constant `zero` and a function `succ` that takes an element of the sort `nat` and returns another element of the same sort. Our signature $\Sigma$ is $(\text{nat}, \{\text{zero, succ}\})$ with the annotation:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zero</td>
<td>nat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succ</td>
<td>nat → nat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Example of many-sorted structure

### 4.1.2 DataTypes

In the rest of this thesis, the words type and sort are used as synonyms.

In VCPT, it is possible to specify a new sort $s$ with constructors $f_1, \ldots, f_n$, and with annotations $t_1, \ldots, t_n$, as presented in Table 4.2:

\[
\text{datatype } s = f_1 \text{ of } t_1 \\
| f_2 \text{ of } t_2 \\
| \vdots \\
| f_n \text{ of } t_n
\]

Table 4.2. Syntax of datatypes in VCPT

The annotation $t_i$ could eventually be empty and in that cases the keyword `of` is omitted.

Declaring a sort $s$ as in Table 4.2 creates a new freely generated sort (see Section 4.1.1) unless it is differently specified inserting the keyword `nonflat` before the word `datatype` in the declaration.

The tool provides a simple way to build lists of sorts. A list of elements of sort $s$ can be declared using the notation $s \text{ list}$.

VCPT allows to declare lists in two different ways:

1. Listing all the elements of type $s$ of the list: $[s_1, \ldots, s_n]$.
2. Listing some head elements (at least one) of type $s$ of the list, and then a tail $S$ of type $s \text{ list}$: $[s_1, \ldots, s_n \mid S]$.

There are also more sophisticated features to specify sorts, like using sub sorts or predicates, but we refrain to discuss them here because these features have not been used in this thesis.

### 4.1.3 More constructors

With the basic simple constructors it is possible to define and declare a lot of formulas. However, using only the simple operators that logic provides, makes formulas grow substantially. VCPT allows users to use some derived constructors, like `if-then-else` or `case`, to make the definition of formulas more user friendly.
if \( \phi \) then \\
\( \psi \) \\
else \\
\( \gamma \)

Table 4.3. If-then-else constructor in VCPT

For example, given three formulas \( \phi, \psi, \gamma \), it is possible to write a formula with VCPT as in Table 4.3:

The if-then-else constructor does not introduce something new, it is simply an abbreviation of the formula: \( (\phi \rightarrow \psi) \land (\neg \phi \rightarrow \gamma) \).

Keeping in mind we are dealing with algebraic datatypes, it is useful to have a constructor for matching an element of a certain datatype with some alternatives. The operator is called case and it is defined by the syntax in Table 4.4:

\[
\text{case } f \text{ of } \\
\quad f_1 \Rightarrow \phi_1 \\
| f_2 \Rightarrow \phi_2 \\
| \quad \vdots \\
| f_n \Rightarrow \phi_n
\]

Table 4.4. Case constructor in VCPT

The formulas \( f_i \) in Table 4.4 might have any number of free variables. For this reason the case constructor might return more than one alternative for the formula \( f \). More specifically, let \( FV_1, \ldots, FV_n \) be the free variables of \( f_1, \ldots, f_n \) we can say that if there exists an assignment to those free variables such that \( f=f_i \), then \( \phi_i \).

Suppose to have the case constructor in Table 4.5, with variable \( Y, X \) ranging over natural numbers:

\[
\text{case } Y \text{ of } \\
\quad 2 \Rightarrow \phi_1 \\
| 5 \Rightarrow \phi_2 \\
| X \Rightarrow \phi_3
\]

Table 4.5. Example of case constructor in VCPT

For any value of \( Y \), the case will always match at least the last rule, so that it will return \( \phi_3 \). Eventually, if the value of \( Y \) is either 2 or 5, it will return also \( \phi_1 \) or \( \phi_2 \).
4.1.4 Predicates

Predicates have a central role in theories. They allow users to define relations among datatypes.

A predicate can be declared in three different ways:

1. Simple predicate.
2. Greatest Fixed Point.
3. Least Fixed Point.

The simple predicate, $pred$, that takes in input the variables $V_1, \ldots, V_n$ of sort $s_1, \ldots, s_n$ and returns $\phi$, can be declared as follows:

$$
pred : s_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow s_n \rightarrow prop =
\lambda V_1 : s_1 . . . \lambda V_n : s_n . \phi
$$

The symbol $=$ changes to $<=$ or $=>$ if the predicate is respectively a least fixed point or a greatest fixed point.

The variables $V_1, \ldots, V_n$ have to be bound in $\phi$. Similarly, if the predicate $pred$ is declared as greatest/least fixed point, $pred$ must be bound in $\phi$.

Nat

Example 4.1.2 As example of more complex VCPT formula, we give the formula relating two natural numbers to their sum. In the example we will suppose to have an already declared datatype $nat$ which represents the natural numbers.

$$
sum : nat \rightarrow nat \rightarrow nat \rightarrow prop =
\lambda X : nat . \lambda Y : nat . \lambda Z : nat .
(X = 0 \land Z = Y) \lor
(\exists X' : nat . \exists Z' : nat . X = X' + 1 \land Z = Z' + 1 \land sum X' Y Z')
$$

This formula can be read as follows. It is a least fixed point of a function, taking three natural numbers ($X,Y$ and $Z$) as arguments. The formula is true if one of the following cases are true. Either the first argument $X$ is zero and $Y$ and $Z$ are equal, in which case we clearly know that $X + Y = Z$. Otherwise, there must exists some other natural numbers $X'$ and $Z'$ both one less than $X$ and $Z$. This corresponds to subtracting one to both sides of the equation $X + Y = Z$. Furthermore it must be the case that $X' + Y = Z'$, which represents the recursive use of the formula.

Example 4.1.3 To illustrate the close relationship with logic programming, we will show the above relation as a program in SML.

fun sum x y z =
  if x=0 then z=y else sum (x-1) y (z-1);
The two branches of the *if-then-else* constructor reflect the two cases of the relation defined in the Example 4.1.2.

There is also the possibility of using the constructor:

\[
\text{LET: def WHERE def-list END}
\]

The *let-where* constructor exports only one definition, *def*, but allows to call all the definitions in *def-list*, in *def*, and vice-versa. This notation is particularly interesting and useful to declare nested fixed points, or on the other hand, to make definitions more clear and concise.

### 4.1.5 Notation

Due to the restriction of VCPT in accepting only ASCII characters it is necessary to find a way for defining non-ASCII symbols like $\land$ or $\lor$.

In the Table 4.6 is given the notation used for non-ASCII symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\equiv$</td>
<td>$\leq$</td>
<td>$\land$</td>
<td>$\lor$ or and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$</td>
<td>$\Rightarrow$</td>
<td>$\lor$</td>
<td>$\lor$ or or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\top$</td>
<td>$tt$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$ff$</td>
<td>$\neg$</td>
<td>not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$lfp$</td>
<td>$\exists$</td>
<td>exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>$gfp$</td>
<td>$\forall$</td>
<td>forall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>$\ \ldots \ $</td>
<td>$\vdash$</td>
<td>$\vdash$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\ast$</td>
<td>$\</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6. Table for non-Ascii symbols used in VCPT

### 4.2 Tactics and Tacticals

#### 4.2.1 Rules

To prove something we must use the proof rules introduced in Section 3.2.3. The are available in the proof-tool in the form of tactics. A tactic *t* may be applied to the current goal by evaluating the expression *by(t)*. The proof-rules are implemented as functions taking an integer as argument specifying which formula to handle and returning a tactic. As an example, the type of $\exists_l$-rule is *exists_l : int -> tactic*. There are available tactics for all the proof rules.

The rule that use a specific term take an optional argument specifying the term. If the argument is not given (i.e., the argument NONE is given), a new meta-variable is created. Thus, the choice of the witness is postponed and it is possible to assign later the value to the meta-variable propagating the assignment to the entire proof.
tree. When a tactic is not applicable (the conclusion does not match the formula or a side condition does not hold), it will throw an exception which will make the tactic fail.

4.2.2 Tactics

Tactics are a way to produce new tactics. More specifically, tacticals combine basic tactics in order to create more complex and powerful tactics.

In this way the user can build ad-hoc strategies to better deal with his specific problem. We present some representative examples of VCPT tacticals.

- **t_skip**: Tactical that always succeeds. It simply returns the current sequent.

- **t_fail**: Tactical that always fails. It raises always an exception.

- **t_compose tactic (tactic list)**: As first the tactical applies the tactic to the current sequent. Then for each sequent returned, it applies the corresponding tactic in the tactic list. Thus, the first element of the tactic list will be applied to the first sequent returned and so on. The tactical fails if either any tactics fail or the number of sequent returned from the first tactic differs from the length of the tactic list.

**Example 4.2.1 (t_compose)** Simple example of tactical t_compose.

prove " (5 = 5) ⇒ (4 = 5) ⊢ ";
by(t_compose (implication_l 1) [eq_r 1, eq_flat_elim_l 1]);

The tactical will succeed. First the application of rule implication_l 1 on the left hand side will produce two subgoals. After, rule eq_r 1 will solve the first subgoal and rule eq_flat_elim_l 1 will solve the second subgoal concluding the proof.

- **t_orelse tactic1 tactic2**: The tactical tries to apply tactic1 and if it fails, then it applies tactic2.

- **t_orelse_l (tactic list)**: The tactic is a generalization of t_orelse, it tries to apply the first tactic in the tactic list, if it fails then applies the second. If also the second tactic fails, it applies the third and so on.

- **t_if tactic1 tactic2 tactic3**: The tactical applies tactic1 and in case it succeeds it applies tactic2 otherwise it applies tactic3.

- **t_while tactic**: The tactical continue to apply tactic everywhere until it fails somewhere.

- **t_pretactic (sequent→'a option) ('a→tactic)**: This tactical takes as first argument a function from the current sequent to some return value. If there is no return value an exception is raised. The second argument is a function from the return value to a tactic.
Example 4.2.2 (t_pretactic) Simple example of t_pretactic tactical.
prove " ⊢ 4 = 5, 3 = 2, tt ";
val apply_pretactic_to_last_r = 
t_pretactic(fn seq ⇒ SOME(length(Sequent.get_rhs seq)));
by(apply_pretactic_to_last_r true_r);
The tactical will succeed. In fact the variable apply_pretactic_last_r first takes
the current sequent and returns the length of its right hand side. After, it applies
the tactic true_r to the return value (the sequent length, 3), succeeding.

• t__try tactic: The tactical returns true if the tactic succeeds and false oth-
erwise.

• t__fix 'a('a→('a→tactic)→tactic): This tactical is intended to express re-
cursive behaviors. The tactical takes two arguments: one arbitrary value and
a function from that value to the recursive function. An application of t__fix
tactical is showed in the Example 4.2.3.

• t__rhs (int→tactic): The tactical attempts to apply the tactic to the formula
at position int of the right side of the turnstile.

Now that we have a clear picture of all the tacticals we can use to make VCPT
more powerful, we show a complete example used in our project to create a more
sophisticated tactic.

The goal is to create an automatic tactic which simplifies all the connectives
situated to the left or right side of the turnstile that do not generate branches.

Example 4.2.3 (unfold_all_non_branches) First we declare two functions which
attempt to apply a list of tactics that do not create branches to a formula situated
in a specific position (pos) of the left or right side of the turnstile.

fun something_to_do_l pos = 
  t_orelse_l [and_l pos, 
               not_l pos, 
               exists_l pos, 
               t_fail ]

fun something_to_do_r pos = 
  t_orelse_l [ or_r pos, 
               not_r pos, 
               forall_r pos, 
               implication_r pos, 
               t_fail ]
The $t_{\text{fix}}$ tactical will be used to apply the previous functions ($\text{something\_to\_do\_l}$ and $\text{something\_to\_do\_r}$) to all formulas to the left and right side of the turnstile.

\[
\text{val unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_left} = \\
t_{\text{fix}} \\
1 \\
(\text{fn pos} \Rightarrow \\
 (\text{fn recurse} \Rightarrow \\
  t_{\text{pretactic}} \\
  (\text{fn seq} \Rightarrow \\
   \text{if pos}>\text{length}(\text{Sequent.get\_lhs seq}) \text{ then NONE} \\
   \text{else SOME}()) \\
  (\text{fn _} \Rightarrow t_{\text{orelse}} (\text{something\_to\_do\_l pos}) (\text{recurse (pos+1)}) \\
   )))
\]

\[
\text{val unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_right} = \\
t_{\text{fix}} \\
1 \\
(\text{fn pos} \Rightarrow \\
 (\text{fn recurse} \Rightarrow \\
  t_{\text{pretactic}} \\
  (\text{fn seq} \Rightarrow \\
   \text{if pos}>\text{length}(\text{Sequent.get\_rhs seq}) \text{ then NONE} \\
   \text{else SOME}()) \\
  (\text{fn _} \Rightarrow t_{\text{orelse}} (\text{something\_to\_do\_r pos}) (\text{recurse (pos+1)}) \\
   )))
\]

In the end, function $\text{unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_left}$ and function $\text{unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_right}$ are merged into one single tactical that operates both sides of the turnstile.

\[
\text{val unfold\_all\_non\_branches} = \\
t_{\text{while}}( \\
  t_{\text{orelse}} [\text{unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_left}, \\
   \text{unfold\_all\_non\_branches\_right}] \\
)
\]

### 4.3 A complete Example

A complete example of a VCPT theory and its related proof is presented here in order to clarify all the concepts introduced in the last sections. The example is exactly the same introduced in Section 3.3.
The theory models the even and odd natural numbers and shows that each natural number is either even or odd.

As first, a datatype \textit{nat} which represents the natural numbers is declared. Furthermore, two predicates \textit{even} and \textit{odd} which respectively define when a natural number is either even or odd, are introduced. The predicate \textit{even} simply states that a natural number is even if it is zero or a double successor of another even number. The predicate \textit{odd} is dual of the predicate \textit{even}.

\begin{verbatim}
THEORY EvenOdd
DEFINITIONS
DATATYPES
datatype nat = zero
              | succ of natural
END
PREDICATES
even : natural --> prop <=
  \forall N : natural.
  N = zero() \lor (exists N' : natural . even N' \land N = succ(succ(N')))
end;

odd : natural --> prop <=
  \forall N : natural.
  N = succ(zero()) \lor (exists N' : natural . odd N' \land N = succ(succ(N')))
end
END

Once the theory is defined, it is possible to introduce the property that must be proven.

/* Proof Goal */
Forall X : nat. (nat X => (even X \lor odd X))

The proof is showed in detail highlighting all the rules applied at each step.
As first, the following rules are applied:

Forall_r 1, Implication_r 1, Or_r 1.

The new goal will be:

1) nat X0 \land even X0, odd X0
Next rules approximate and unfold the least fixed point to the left.

RULES :
Approx_l 1, Unfold_app_l 1, Apply_l 1, Or_l 1.

Producing two goals:

2.1) X0 = 0 |- even X0 , odd X0
2.2) Exists Z:nat. X0=succ(Z) \/ nat Z |- even X0, odd X1

In order to solve point 2.1 it is enough to substitute the value of X0 left side, to the right, and after to unfold the definition of even number to the right.

RULES :
Eq_subst 1, Unfold_r 1, Apply_r 1, Or_r 1, Eq_r 1.

2.1.1) |- even 0, odd 0

Node 2.1.1 is trivially true due to the definition of predicate even.

We focus now to point 2.2. First we apply the And rule to the right of the turnstile, and after we substitute the definition of X0 on the left, to the right. Unfolding again the definition of natural number it will produce two branches.

RULES :
Exists_l 1, And_l 1, Eq_subst 2

2.2) nat X1 |- even succ (X1), odd succ(X1)

RULES :
Unfold_app_l 1, Apply_l 1, Or_l 1.

2.2.1) X1 = 0 |- even succ (X1), odd succ(X1)
2.2.2) Exists Z:nat. X1=succ(Z) \/ nat(Z) |- even succ(X1), odd succ (X1)

The goal 2.2.1 is trivial to solve. The only thing to do is to substitute the variable X1 = 0 left side, to the right, obtaining a true formula (odd succ 0).

RULES :
Eq_subst 1, Unfold_r 2, Apply_r 2, Or_r 2, Eq_r 2.

2.2.1) |- even succ 0, odd succ 0

To show the validity of the goal 2.2.2 we save in a fresh variable the new variable that will be introduced through the existential rule left hand side. After, we apply the And rule to the left hand side.
RULES :
val X2 = Exists_l 1, And_l 1.

2.2.2) X1=succ(X2), nat(X2) |- even succ (X1), odd succ (X1)

Substituting the variable X1 right hand side with its definition on the left and unfolding the definitions of even and odd numbers to the right, we have:

RULES :
Unfold_r 1, Apply_r 1, Unfold_r 2, Apply_r 2, Or_r 1, Or_r 3, Eq_subst 2.

2.2.2) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,

\[
\exists Z:\text{nat. even } Z /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ Z,
\]
\[
succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ 0,
\]
\[
\exists Z:\text{nat. odd } Z /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ Z
\]

Notice that instead of choosing a fresh variable for Z it is possible to substitute Z with X2, obtaining:

RULES :
Exists_r (SOME X5) 2, Exists_r (SOME X5) 4

2.2.2) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,

\[
\text{even } X2 /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ X2,
\]
\[
succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ 0,
\]
\[
\text{odd } X2 /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ X2
\]

The application of the And rule to the right (2nd formula) produces two branches:

RULE :
And_r 2

2.2.2.1) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,

\[
\text{even } X2
\]
\[
succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ 0,
\]
\[
\text{odd } X2 /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ X2
\]

2.2.2.2) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,

\[
succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ X2,
\]
\[
succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ 0,
\]
\[
\text{odd } X2 /\ succ\ succ\ X2 = succ\ succ\ X2
\]

Using again the And rule to the right (4th formula):
RULE :
And_r 4

2.2.2.1.1) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,
   even X2
   succ succ X2 = succ 0,
   odd X2

2.2.2.1.2) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,
   even X2
   succ succ X2 = succ 0,
   succ succ X2 = succ succ X2

2.2.2.2) nat (X2) |- succ succ X2 = 0,
   succ succ X2 = succ succ X2,
   succ succ X2 = succ 0,
   odd X2 \ succ succ X2 = succ succ X2

The proof is almost finished.
The goal 2.2.2.1.1 can be discharged against node 1 due to the VCPT discharge condition. Finally for goals 2.2.2.1.2 and 2.2.2.2 it will be enough to apply the equality rule on the right (respectively on the 4th and 2nd formula) to complete the proof.

RULES:
discharge1(), Eq_r 4, Eq_r 2.
Chapter 5

A solution of Poplmark with VCPT

It is presented here a solution for part 1a of POPLMark Challenge using the de Bruijn indices representation previously discussed in Chapter 3. The first point of the challenge deals uniquely with the type language of System $F_{\lt:}$. Further information about the problem description can be found in [ABF+05] and Chapter 2.

In the following sections we show the formalization of the basic calculus and as main result we prove the transitivity of subtyping.

5.1 The Poplmark Theory

The VCPT file Poplmark.thy is the core of the project. It contains datatypes, predicates and lemmas needed, in order to prove the main property.

5.1.1 Datatypes

Since the grammar of System $F_{\lt:}$ is quite simple, we do not need to introduce any sophisticated datatype. Furthermore dealing exclusively with the first point of the challenge, does not require to implement and encode anything concerning terms and possible operations on them.

Thanks to the above simplifications only three different kind of datatypes are introduced:

- Type
- Binding
- Environment

Using the de Bruijn representation, a type can then be the maximum type, a type variable (simply a natural number), a type function or the universal type. The above specification can straightforwardly be encoded in VCPT declaring the following datatype:
/* Datatype Type */
datatype ty = tyvar of nat
            | top
            | tyfun of ty * ty
            | tyall of ty * ty;

Similarly we introduce the concepts of binding and environment, where an environment simply is a list of bindings, while a binding binds a term or a type to a specific type inside an environment. In the following notation the keywords varb and tvarb are used to refer respectively to bindings for terms and types.

/* Datatype Binding */
datatype binding = varb of ty
                  | tvarb of ty;

/* Datatype Environment */
env = binding list;

5.1.2 Predicates

Once datatypes are defined it is possible to introduce predicates required to prove the intended goal of the project. Since a predicate takes as input a certain number of parameters (datatypes) and returns a proposition that can be either true or false, it is natural to classify predicates into categories according to the datatypes they receive as input. In this thesis there are four different kinds of predicates reflecting the parameter’s type received:

- Type Predicates
- Environment Predicates
- Subtyping and Narrowing Predicates
- Transitivity and Narrowing Propositions

Type Predicates

The main operation performed on types is shifting (See Chapter 3 for further information). The typeshift_general predicate takes four parameters: a type to be shifted, two indices such that the first indicates the increment that each free variable has to receive and the second called cutoff that keeps track of how many binders we have crossed, and another type intended to be the result of the shifting operation.

/* TypeShift Predicate */
typeshift_general : ty --> nat --> nat --> ty --> prop <=
                  \ T:ty. \ D:nat. \ C:nat. \ Tcurry:ty.
cases T of
  tyvar(X) => if(natLess X C)
    then (Tcurry = tyvar(X))
    else (exists Z:nat.(natPlus X D Z ∧ Tcurry = tyvar(Z)))
  | top() => Tcurry = top()
  | tyfun(T1,T2) =>
    (exists T3:ty. exists T4:ty.
      typeshift_general T1 D C T3 ∧
      typeshift_general T2 D C T4 ∧ Tcurry = tyfun(T3 , T4))
  | tyall(T1,T2) =>
    (exists Tx:ty. exists Z:nat. exists T3:ty.
      typeshift_general T1 D C Tx ∧ natPlus 1 C Z ∧
      typeshift_general T2 D Z T3 ∧ Tcurry = tyall(Tx , T3))
end

determines the size of a generic type.

Proposition size determines the size of a generic type.

Example 5.1.1 typeshift_general tyvar(1) 1 0 Tcurry:
In this case the predicate matches the first inference rule so it will check if natLess 1 0 and consequently it will produce that exists Z:nat.(natPlus 1 1 Z ∧ Tcurry = tyvar(Z)). Basically the function just increment by one the index of our type variable.

Example 5.1.2 typeshift_general tyall(tyvar(2),tyvar(1)) 1 0 Tcurry:
In this second case, the predicate will match the last inference rule so it will produce two new shiftings on the types that compose the universal type. In this process we need to increase the cutoff of the second type because a binder has been crossed. Thus, we obtain: (exists Tx:ty. exists Z:nat. exists T3:ty.
  typeshift_general tyvar(1) 1 0 Tx ∧ natPlus 1 0 Z ∧
  typeshift_general tyvar(1) 1 0 T3 ∧ Tcurry = tyall(Tx,T3)). Now we are again in the situation in which we have to shift two simple type variables(See like example 5.1.1).
Notice that later, the second type of tyall(tyvar(2),tyvar(1)) will not be shifted. In fact that type variable was bound in the original type from the first binder.

Proposition size determines the size of a generic type.

/* Function that returns the size of a type */
size : ty --> nat --> prop <=
  \T:ty. \R:nat.
cases $T$ of
   $\text{top()}$  $\Rightarrow$ $R=0$
   $\mid \text{tyvar}(X)$  $\Rightarrow$ $R=0$
   $\mid \text{tyfun}(T_1,T_2)$  $\Rightarrow$ exists $Z$:nat. exists $R_1$:nat. exists $R_2$:nat.  
   (natPlus $R_1$ $R_2$ $Z$ $\wedge$ size $T_1$ $R_1$ $\wedge$ size $T_2$ $R_2$ $\wedge$ $R=Z+1$ )
   $\mid \text{tyall}(T_1,T_2)$  $\Rightarrow$ exists $Z$:nat. exists $R_1$:nat. exists $R_2$:nat.  
   (natPlus $R_1$ $R_2$ $Z$ $\wedge$ size $T_1$ $R_1$ $\wedge$ size $T_2$ $R_2$ $\wedge$ $R=Z+1$ )
end

Environment Predicates

Predicates to check properties and perform operations on environments are required. The first predicate introduced is called $\text{get\_tvar}$ and its role is to take the type of a type variable binding from a generic environment. The crucial aspect of this operation is that we have to shift the final type as many times as the number of binders crossed during the search.

/* Get\_tvar Predicate */
get\_tvar : env $\rightarrow$ nat $\rightarrow$ ty $\rightarrow$ prop $\leq$
\[
\begin{cases}
\text{E:env. } X: \text{nat. } T_1: \text{ty.}
\mid [\] : env $\Rightarrow$ ff
\mid [\text{varb}(T)|E'] $\Rightarrow$ get\_tvar E' X T1
\mid [\text{tvarb}(T)|E'] $\Rightarrow$
  \begin{cases}
  \text{cases X of}
  \quad 0 $\Rightarrow$ typeshift\_general T 1 0 T1
  \quad X'+1 $\Rightarrow$ (exists T':ty. 
    typeshift\_general T' 1 0 T1 $\wedge$
    get\_tvar E' X' T'
  )
  \end{cases}
end
end
end;

Predicates (named $\text{remove\_var}$ and $\text{insert\_bound}$) respectively remove a variable binding and insert a type variable binding in an environment. In the same fashion of the predicate $\text{get\_tvar}$ after introducing a new type variable binding, all the free variables within the type have to be shifted each time a type variable binding is crossed. This is to ensure that the environment will remain well formed after the insertion.

Here it is the definition of the two predicates:

/* Remove\_var Predicate */
remove\_var : env $\rightarrow$ nat $\rightarrow$ env $\rightarrow$ prop $\leq$
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cases E of
    [ ]: env => E' = [ ]: env
    | [varb(T) | TLE] => cases X of
      0 => E' = TLE
      | X' + 1 => (exists TLE': env.
       remove_var TLE X' TLE' ∧
       E' = [varb(T) | TLE']
     )
    end
    | [tvarb(T) | TLE] => (exists TLE': env.
       E' = [tvarb(T) | TLE'] ∧
       remove_var TLE X TLE'
     )
    end
end

/* Insert_bound Predicate */
insert_bound: nat --> env --> env --> prop <=
  \ X: nat. \ E: env. \ E': env.
  cases X of
    0 => cases E' of
      [tvarb(T) | E] => wf_type E T
    end
    | X => cases E' of
      [varb(Z) | E2] => cases E of
        [varb(T) | E1] => typeshift_general T 1 X Z ∧
        insert_bound X E1 E2
      end
    end
    | X' + 1 => cases E' of
      [tvarb(Z) | E2] => cases E of
        [tvarb(T) | E1] => typeshift_general T 1 X' Z ∧
        insert_bound X' E1 E2
      end
    end
end

Predicate \textit{wf\_type} and predicate \textit{wf\_env} check respectively if a type is well formed in an environment and if an environment is well formed. An environment \(E\) is well-formed, if all types occurring in \(E\) only refer to type variables declared further to the right. Thus for example, if we have a \texttt{tyvar(2)} in our environment \(E\) and \(E\) is well-formed, it means that we can count at least two type variable binding starting from the right side of \(E\), otherwise \(E\) would not be well-formed.
/* Well Formed Type Predicate */
wf_type : env --> ty --> prop <=
\E:env. \T:ty.
cases T of
tyvar(X) => exists T:ty. get_tvar E X T
| top() => tt
| tyfun(T1,T2) => wf_type E T1 \& wf_type E T2
| tyall(T1,T2) => wf_type E T1 \&
    wf_type [tvarb(T1)|E] T2
end
end;

/* Well Formed Environment Predicate */
wf_env : env --> prop <=
\E:env.
cases E of
[ ]:env => tt
| [varb(T)|E'] => wf_type E' T \& wf_env E'
| [tvarb(T)|E'] => wf_type E' T \& wf_env E'
end
end;

Subtyping and Narrowing Predicates

Here the subtyping and narrowing judgments are declared as inductive predicates. Each constructor of the predicates corresponds of an inference rule of the subtyping and narrowing relation presented in the paper [ABF+05].

/* Subtyping Predicate */
subt_rel : env --> ty --> ty --> prop <=
\E:env. \T1:ty. \T2:ty.
cases T2 of
top() => wf_env E \& wf_type E T1
| tyvar(X) =>
    cases T1 of
tyvar(X) => wf_env E \& wf_type E T1
    | tyvar(Y) => exists T:ty.
        (get_tvar E Y T \& subt_rel E T T2)
end
| tyfun(T21,T22) =>
    cases T1 of
tyfun(T11,T12) => subt_rel E T21 T11 \&
        subt_rel E T12 T22
    | tyvar(Y) => exists T:ty.
        (get_tvar E Y T \& subt_rel E T T2)
end
| tyall(T21,T22) =>
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cases T1 of
   tyall(T11,T12) => subt_rel E T21 T11 ∧
   subt_rel [tvarb(T21)|E] T12 T22
|tyvar(Y) => exists T:ty.
   (get_tvar E Y T ∧ subt_rel E T T2)
end
end;

/* Narrowing Predicate */

narrow_rel : nat--> env--> env--> prop <=
\X:nat. \E:env. \E':env.
   cases E' of
      [tvarb(T')|TLE] => cases E of
         [tvarb(T)|TLE] =>
            cases X of
               0 => subt_rel TLE T' T
            end
         end
      end
      |[tvarb(T')|TLE'] =>
        cases X of
           X'+1 => narrow_rel X' TLE' TLE ∧
            wf_type TLE T'
        end
      end
|[[varb(T')|TLE]] => cases E of
   [varb(T')|TLE'] => narrow_rel X TLE' TLE ∧
      wf_type TLE T'
end
end;

Transitivity and Narrowing Propositions

As the last basic step the two propositions of transitivity and narrowing are introduced. They represent the main goal of our challenge.

The transitivity proposition states that in any environment E, if a type variable S is subtype of a type variable Q and in the same environment E the variable Q is subtype of T, then it must be the case that in E, the variable S is subtype of T.

The narrowing proposition is much less intuitive. We can informally give a hint of what it states saying that: if two environments E and E', are in narrowing relation, then if one type T' is subtype of another type S in E, T is also subtype of S in E'.

In order to consider the first part of POPLMark Challenge solved, transitivity and narrowing propositions must hold for any kind of types. A description of the proof and how the proof evolves is presented in the next section.
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5.1.3 Lemmas

Lemmas are the centerpiece of the whole project. In order to achieve and prove the final goal, we have to build an infrastructure that allows us to deal with the concepts of the challenge. Taking a bottom-up approach, it is possible to start by proving simple and trivial theorems concerning natural numbers, that are the basis of the whole theory, and after reasoning on more complex properties.

However, in this section we maintain a high level of abstraction giving just an idea how lemmas are divided according to properties they state and deferring a more detailed elucidation in the next section.

Appendix B shows a listing (with no explanation) of all the lemmas that have been proved in this thesis.

Similarly as predicates, lemmas can be divided into five different categories:

1. Natural number lemmas
2. Shifting lemmas
3. Well-formedness lemmas
4. Subtyping and narrowing lemmas
5. Main proof lemmas

Once it has been shown that a certain number of lemmas are valid, we are ready to prove the main goal of the challenge.

5.2 The solution of the challenge

In this section guidelines of how the main proof evolves and which is the proof-tactic used to reach the intended goal, are given.
Due to the huge number of theorems needed it is impossible to present all of them. Instead it is given an introduction to the crucial and critical used in the solution of the challenge.

The section is divided into four subsections reflecting the kind of lemmas concerned.

5.2.1 Natural Number Lemmas

VCPT do not provide general lemmas for natural numbers like other theorem provers usually do, so it was required a theory to cover some well-known aspects and properties typical of naturals. Natural number lemmas will show properties like the *commutativity of sum*, or ordering properties.

The proofs of these lemmas are usually short and straightforward and since the natural numbers are the simplest entity of our theory, they can be proven with the basic command rules provided by the tool.

To give an idea of what these theorems talk about, a listing of some of them is presented here:

/* Commutativity of Naturals */
DECLARE X : nat, Y : nat, Z : nat IN
natPlus X Y Z |- natPlus Y X Z
END

/* Equality NatPlus */
/* If the sum of the two number A and D, returns two different numbers B and C, then B is equal to C */
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
natPlus D A B, natPlus D A C |- B = C
END

/* Lemma lemma_trans_less_adding_positive1 */
/* If a natural X0 is strictly less then X1, then X0 is also strictly less then X1+1 */
DECLARE X0 : nat, X1 : nat IN
natLess X0 X1 |- natLess X0 X1+1
END

The number of lemmas regarding naturals is quite high and usually they are proven in similar fashion, first showing the base case holds and then proving that exists a way to discharge the unproved nodes using the VCPT discharge condition discussed in chapter 4.

We highlight how the tool helps in proving these simple lemmas showing in details the proof of *Equality NatPlus* previously introduced.
Example 5.2.1 Equality NatPlus:
1) \( \text{natPlus } D A B, \text{natPlus } D A C \vdash C=B \)
2) Two cases: \( D=0 \) and \( D=E+1 \).
3) The base case, when \( D=0 \) is trivial because it implies that both \( B \) and \( C \) are equal to \( A \).
4) If \( D=E+1 \) then: \( \exists T : \text{nat. } B=T+1 \land \text{natPlus } E A T, \text{natPlus } E+1 A C \vdash C=B \)
5) \( \text{natPlus } E A T, \text{natPlus } E+1 A C \vdash C=T+1 \)
6) With the same operations on the second natPlus we obtain:
7) \( \text{natPlus } E A T, \text{natPlus } E A Z \vdash Z+1=T+1 \)
8) \( \text{natPlus } E A T, \text{natPlus } E A Z \vdash Z=T \)
9) Finally the VCPT discharge condition can be helpful to discharge the node because it has the same shape of the first one and the global well-founded condition holds. Thus, the proof is finished.

Example 5.2.2 shows the help received by the tool in proving the commutativity of the sum of natural numbers. The proof is quite intricate and long, so parts trivial and not essential will be skipped in order to highlight just the interesting points of the proof.

Before to start with details, lemma \( \text{lemma_natplus_sub} \) is introduced. The lemma \( \text{lemma_natplus_sub} \) states that if the sum of two natural numbers \( X,Y \) is equal to another natural number \( Z \), then it has to hold that the sum of \( X \) and \( Y+1 \) has to be equal to \( Z+1 \). Using the VCPT notation, we can write:

\[ \alpha \] \( \text{NatPlus } X Y Z \vdash \text{NatPlus } X Y+1 Z+1 \)

The proof of the \( \text{lemma_natplus_sub} \) is not shown. It works with induction on the natural number \( X \).

The property to prove is the following:

Example 5.2.2 Commutativity of Sum of Natural Numbers:
1) \( \text{NatPlus } X Y Z \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y X Z \).
Two possible cases with induction on \( X \) (\( X=0 \) or \( X=X'+1 \)):
1.1) \( Y=Z \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y 0 Z \).
1.2) \( \exists Z' : \text{nat. } Z=Z'+1, \text{NatPlus } X' Y Z' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y X'+1 Z \).
We focus our attention on node 1.1.
With induction on \( Y \) (\( Y=0 \) or \( Y=Y'+1 \)):
1.1.1) \( Z=0 \vdash \text{NatPlus } 0 0 Z \). (Trivial)
1.1.2) \( Z=Y'+1, \text{Nat } Y' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y'+1 0 Z \).
Unfolding the definition of \( \text{NatPlus} \) on the right:
1.1.2.1) \( Z=Y'+1, \text{Nat } Y' \vdash \exists Z' : \text{nat. } Z=Z'+1 \land \text{NatPlus } Y' 0 Z' \).
Choosing for the variable \( Z' \) the value \( Y' \) we have:
1.1.2.1.1) \( Z=Y'+1, \text{Nat } Y' \vdash Z=Y'+1 \). (trivial)
1.1.2.2) \( \text{Nat } Y' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y' 0 Y' \).
Last step of induction on \( Y' \) (\( Y'=0 \) or \( Y'=Y''+1 \)).
1.1.2.2.1) \( \text{Nat } 0 \vdash \text{NatPlus } 0 0 0 \). (Trivial)
1.1.2.2.2) \( \text{Nat } Y \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y + 1 \ 0 \ Y + 1 \).

Unfolding again the definition of \( \text{NatPlus} \) on the right:

1.1.2.2.2.1) \( \text{Nat } Y \vdash Y = Y \). (Trivial)

1.1.2.2.2.2) \( \text{Nat } Y \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y^0 \ Y^0 \).

Notice now that the last node can be discharged against node labelled with 1.1.2.2 completing this part of the proof.

It remains to prove node 1.2.

1.2) \( \exists Z' : \text{nat}. \ Z = Z' + 1, \text{NatPlus } X' \ Y \ Z' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y \ X' + 1 \ Z \).

Introducing a fresh variable for \( Z' \) we obtain:

1.2) \( \text{NatPlus } X' \ Y \ Z' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y \ X' + 1 \ Z' + 1 \).

Using lemma \( \text{lemma_naturalPlus_sub} \) (labelled as \( \alpha \) above),

to add a new formula on the right:

1.2) \( \text{NatPlus } X' \ Y \ Z' \vdash \text{NatPlus } Y \ X' + 1 \ Z' + 1, \text{NatPlus } Y \ X' \ Z' \)

Finally node 1.2 is discharged against node 1 terminating the proof.

We refrain from discussing the natural number lemmas in details as they are quite simple and independent from the theory considered.

5.2.2 Shifting Lemmas

A more interesting role in our theory is covered by the Shifting lemmas. Using the compact notation of \( \uparrow \ n \ k \ T \) to indicate the increment of all the free variables of \( T \) with index \( \geq k \) by \( n \), it can be shown that some simple arithmetic properties of shifting hold.

Examples of such properties are:

\[
i \leq j \Rightarrow j \leq i + m \Rightarrow \uparrow n \ j \ (\uparrow m \ i \ T) = \uparrow (m + n) \ i \ T
\]
\[
i + m \leq j \Rightarrow \uparrow n \ j (\uparrow n \ i \ T) = \uparrow m \ i \ (\uparrow n \ (j - m) \ T)
\]

Properties of that kind can be found in papers by Barras and Werner [BW] and Nipkow [Nip01] and they can usually be proven by structural induction on terms and types.

Keeping in mind we are dealing only with the first part of the challenge we can forget about substitution properties focusing our attention uniquely on the shifting properties.

Some simple lemmas direct consequences of the definition of the shifting predicate are introduced. Shifting by one a simple type variable \( \text{tyvar}(X) \) (\( \text{typeshift_general tyvar}(X) \ 1 \ Y \ T \)) can lead to two situations:

1. \( X \) is less than \( Y \), so the variable is bound and we do not have to shift.
2. \( X \) is not less than \( Y \), so we have to shift. In this case, the result type variable \( T \) is equal to \( X + 1 \).
/* Lemma typeshift_shift_or_natless_indx_tyvar */
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, T:ty IN
  typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y T
  |- (typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y tyvar(X+1) ∣ natLess X Y)
END

/* Lemma typeshift_no_shift_tyvar */
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, T:ty IN
  typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y T, natLess X Y
  |- T=tyvar(X)
END

These lemmas come straight from the first introduction rule of the shifting predicate and they do not need any further comments.

Then we show that typeshift_general is a partial function.

/* Lemma lemma_same_typeshift_general */
DECLARE N:nat, C:nat, T:ty, T':ty, T'':ty IN
  typeshift_general T N C T', typeshift_general T N C T''
  |- T' = T''
END

In this case the validity of the property is shown by induction on the type T. The two basic cases (when T=Top or T=tyvar(Y)) are trivial so we focus our attention on how the induction principle works when T=tyfun(T1,T2)(the principle is exactly the same when T=tyall(T1,T2).

The example is particularly interesting because it shows how the VCPT discharge condition can help users in proving properties.

Starting from:
1) typeshift_general T N C T',
   typeshift_general T N C T''
   |- T' = T''
When T=tyfun(T1,T2) happens that:
2) typeshift_general tyfun(T1,T2) N C T',
   typeshift_general tyfun(T1,T2) N C T''
   |- T' = T''
If we unfold the two predicates:
3) (exists T3:ty. exists T4:ty.
   typeshift_general T1 N C T3 ∧
The point 3 can be split into two subgoals:

3.1) \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_1 \, N \, C \, T_3, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_2 \, N \, C \, T_4, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_1 \, N \, C \, T_5, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_2 \, N \, C \, T_6, \)
    \( \text{tyfun}(T_3, T_4) = \text{tyfun}(T_5, T_6) \)

3.2) \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_1 \, N \, C \, T_3, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_2 \, N \, C \, T_4, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_1 \, N \, C \, T_5, \)
    \( \text{typeshift}_{\text{general}} \, T_2 \, N \, C \, T_6, \)
    \( \text{tyfun}(T_3, T_4) = \text{tyfun}(T_5, T_6) \)

4) Both nodes 3.1 and 3.2 can be discharged against node 1.

We are ready now to prove the first more sophisticated lemma (called \( \text{tshift}_{\text{tshift}}_{\text{prop}} \)) regarding shifting. For sake of simplicity we first write the lemma in an informal representation to give a clue of what it is intended to state and after that, we show how it is encoded with VCPT.

In the following representation \( \text{tshift} \) is a function that receives a cutoff and a type, and returns the shift of all the variable not bound from the cutoff \( n \) in that type.

The \( \text{tshift}_{\text{tshift}}_{\text{prop}} \) is an arithmetic property of shifting that shows how it is possible to obtain the same type from a double-shift, changing the order of the cutoffs between shiftings.

/* Lemma \text{tshift}_{\text{tshift}}_{\text{prop}} */
\[
\text{tshift} \, n \, (\text{tshift} \, (n \, + \, n') \, T) = \text{tshift} \, (1 \, + \, (n \, + \, n')) \, (\text{tshift} \, n \, T)
\]

Here it is the encoding of the lemma with VCPT:

/* Lemma \text{tshift}_{\text{tshift}}_{\text{prop}} \text{ with VCPT } */
natPlus N N' Z,typeshift_{general} T 1 Z Tcurry,
typeshift_{general} Tcurry 1 N Tcurry', |
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Induction on types can be used to prove the validity of the lemma above.

5.2.3 Well-Formedness Lemmas

The subtyping judgments defined in 5.1.2 may only operate on types and contexts that are well formed. Intuitively, a type $T$ is well-formed with respect to an environment $E$ if all variables occurring in $T$ are defined in $E$. More precisely, if $T$ contains a type variable $\text{tyvar}(i)$ (Section 5.1.1), then the $i$th element of $E$, starting counting from the right side, must exist and have the form $\text{tvarb} U$. According to the definition of binding (Section 5.1.1) $\text{tvarb}$ denotes a type variable binding. Thus, we are imposing that each free variable inside $T$ is bound in the environment $E$ by a type variable binding.

The first lemma presented is named $\text{wf_type_weaken}$ and intuitively states that: for any kind of types $T_1, T_2$ and for any index $X$ happens that when the predicate $\text{get_tvar}$ on $E'$ is false and implies that the same predicate on $E$ is false, then if a type is well formed in $E$ it has to be well formed in $E'$ as well.

The proof proceeds by induction on the type $T$.

```plaintext
/* Wf_type_weaken Lemma */
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
(forall X:nat.((forall T1:ty. not(get_tvar E' X T1))=>
   (forall T2:ty. not(get_tvar E X T2))))
|- (wf_type E T => wf_type E' T)
END
```

After the $\text{wf_type_weaken}$ lemma has been proven, it is possible to show another important property ($\text{wf_type_extensionality}$) is valid.

The $\text{wf_type_extensionality}$ property is quite similar to $\text{wf_type_weaken}$ and it can be proven in similar fashion, combining the result got from $\text{wf_type_weaken}$ lemma with induction on the type $T$.

```plaintext
/* Wf_type_extensionality */
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
(forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1)
|- (wf_type E T => wf_type E' T)
END
```
Next lemmas are simple properties of environments before and after the insertion. This time the induction principle will work on the index $X$ of the inserting function and the shifting property $\text{tshift_{shift_prop}}$ (presented in section 5.2.2) will be used to show their validity.

/* Get_bound_insert_bound_ge Lemma */
DECLARE $X'$:nat, $X$:nat, $E$:env, $E'$:env, $T_1$:ty, $T_2$:ty, $T_3$:ty IN
insert_bound $X'$ $E$ $E'$, natLessEq $X'$ $X$
get_tvar $E$ $X$ $T_2$, typeshift_general $T_2$ 1 $X'$ $T_3$
\[
\text{get_tvar } E' X + 1 T_3 \]
END

/* Get_bound_insert_bound_lt */
DECLARE $X'$:nat, $X$:nat, $E$:env, $E'$:env, $T_1$:ty, $T_2$:ty, $T_3$:ty IN
insert_bound $X'$ $E$ $E'$, natLess $X$ $X'$
get_tvar $E$ $X$ $T_2$, typeshift_general $T_2$ 1 $X'$ $T_3$
\[
\text{get_tvar } E' X T_3 \]
END

Thanks to the last two lemmas we can claim that inserting a new type variable binding, considering respectively $E$ and $E'$ the environment before and after the insertion, preserves two important properties:

1. All the types that were well-formed in $E$ are well-formed in $E'$.
2. If the environment $E$ is well-formed then the new environment $E'$ is also well-formed.

/* Insert_bound_wf_type Lemma */
DECLARE $E$:env, $E'$:env, $T$:ty, $T_1$:ty, $X$:nat IN
insert_bound $X$ $E$ $E'$, wf_type $E$ $T$, typeshift_general $T$ 1 $X$ $T_1$
\[
\text{wf_type } E' T_1 \]
END

/* Insert_bound_wf_env Lemma */
DECLARE $X$:nat, $E$:env, $E'$:env IN
insert_bound $X$ $E$ $E'$, wf_env $E$
\[
\text{wf_env } E' \]
END

As last property we show that a type well-formed in an environment starting with any type variable binding, remains well formed in another environment that
differs from the first only for its first type variable binding. The validity of this lemma is proven using the \textit{wf\textunderscore type\textunderscore weaken} lemma and induction on the type \( T \).

```/* Lemma wf\textunderscore type\textunderscore eboun */
LEMA lemma_wf_type_ebound
DECLARE E:env, T:ty, U:ty, V:ty IN
wf\_type [tvarb(U)|E] T
|- wf\_type [tvarb(V)|E] T
END
```

5.2.4 Subtyping and Narrowing Lemmas

We start with simple well-formedness properties of types and environment involved in the subtyping judgment.

Here it is the first one (\textit{sub\textunderscore wf} lemma) that can be proved by induction on the structure of \( U \).

```/* Sub\textunderscore wf Lemma */
DECLARE E:env, T:ty, U:ty IN
subt\_rel E T U
|- wf\_env E \land wf\_type E T \land wf\_type E U
END
```

The next lemma is what has been called \textit{A.1 Lemma} on the paper \cite{ABF+05} and as usual it can be proved by induction on type’s structure of \( T \).

```/* Sub\textunderscore reflexivity Lemma */
DECLARE E:env, T:ty IN
wf\_env E \land wf\_type E T
|- subt\_rel E T T
END
```

The weakening lemma for subtyping relation (\textit{A.3 Lemma} from \cite{ABF+05}) can be proved with nested inductions on both types \( T, T' \) and the natural \( X \).

```/* Sub\textunderscore weakening\_bound Lemma */
U:ty. V:ty. IN
insert\_bound X E E', subt\_rel E U V
typeshift\_general U \ 1 \ X T', typeshift\_general V \ 1 \ X T''
|- subt\_rel E' T' T''
END
```
Finally properties regarding the narrowing relation are proved in order to complete our lemma-infrastructure. More precisely if the narrowing relation holds for two environments \( E, E' \) then:

1. Any type that is well-formed in the first environment remains well-formed in the second.
2. If environment \( E \) is well-formed then \( E' \) is also well-formed.

Both proofs work using the definition of narrowing relation and induction on the natural number \( X \).

```lisp
/* Narrow_wf_type Lemma */
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
narrow_rel X E E', wf_type E T |- wf_type E' T
END

/* Narrow_wf_env Lemma */
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
narrow_rel X E E', wf_env E |- wf_env E'
END
```

### 5.2.5 Main Proof Lemmas

The main proof of the challenge consists in proving the \textit{transitivity of subtyping} simultaneously with the \textit{narrowing property}. In Appendix A of paper [ABF+05] the two properties are proved simultaneously, by induction on the type’s structure.

Thus, at each stage of induction it is proven that the transitivity property is valid for the type \( T \), and after that also the narrowing property holds for the same type \( T \).

In this work, however, a different approach similar to the solution of the challenge presented by Jerome Vouillon in 2005 has been adopted. We used induction on type size and not on type structure so the presentation is slightly different from the paper proof. We decided to use that approach because in the paper proof the induction proceeds considering terms and types up to alpha conversions. In our case, we are using the \textit{de Bruijn index} representation so we did not prove any lemmas regarding alpha conversions.

In order to reach the intended goal the proof has been split into three parts:

1. We show that transitivity holds if both transitivity and narrowing hold for a "smaller cut" type.
2. We prove that narrowing holds if we assume transitivity for types of same size.

3. We prove both transitivity and narrowing together using the previous results.

More precisely, as first, the validity of the following lemma is shown:

```plaintext
/* Transitivity_case Lemma */
DECLARE Q:ty IN
|- (forall Q':ty.
    (exists R1:nat. exists R2:nat. size Q R1 ∧ size Q' R2 ∧ natLess R2 R1)
    =>
    (transitivity_prop Q' ∧ narrowing_prop Q'))
=> transitivity_prop Q
END
```

Although the proof of the above lemma is quite tedious, long and includes a big number of details and cases that have to be taken into account, it goes through a simple and clear proof-strategy.

Using induction on the type \( Q \) we show that transitivity holds for top and any \( \text{tvar}(X) \) variable (it easily comes from the definition of the transitivity proposition) and later using the assumptions that transitivity and narrowing are both valid for a smaller cut of \( Q \) we prove that transitivity holds either when \( Q \) is a type function or the universal type. Intuitively when \( Q \) is either the universal type(\( \text{tyall}(T1,T2) \)) or a type function(\( \text{tyfun}(T1,T2) \)), it must be the case that the two types \( T1 \) and \( T2 \) stay related to each other (with respect to the definition of the subtyping relation). Furthermore we are sure that the size of \( T1 \) and \( T2 \) is smaller than the size of \( Q \), so we can now use the assumption to show that the property holds and to complete the proof.

The next step consists in proving the narrowing_case lemma for types of the same size:

```plaintext
/* Narrowing_case Lemma */
DECLARE Q:ty IN
|- (forall Q':ty. forall R1:nat.
    (size Q R1 ∧ size Q' R1) => transitivity_prop Q')
=> narrowing_prop Q
END
```

As for the latter proof, the amount of details and cases we have to deal with is quite heavy but the strategy that we used is simple.

The narrowing proposition informally states that if two environments \( E, E' \) are in a narrowing relation, then if one type \( T \) is subtype of another type \( S \) in \( E \), \( T \) is also subtype of \( S \) in \( E' \) (See the definition of the narrowing proposition in 5.1.1). Thus the proof proceeds using a nested induction: first on the structure of
the type $Q$ and then on the structure of the types in the subtyping relation. Like in the \textit{transitivity\_case\ lemma} the first cases (when $Q$ is either $\text{Top}$ or $\text{tvar}(X)$) are simple and come straight from the definition of the \textit{narrowing\ relation} and \textit{subtyping\ relation} while the other cases ($\text{tyfun}(T1,T2)$ and $\text{tyall}(T1,T2)$) require more sophisticated reasoning and use of the assumption in order to be proved (For any further information on the proof see the source code).

In the end, the last two lemmas needed to conclude the proof of the first point of \textsc{POPLMark\ Challenge} are: \textit{transitivity\_types\_same\_size} and \textit{trans\_narrow\_ind\_n}.

/* Transitivity\_types\_same\_size */
DECLARE R:nat, Q:ty, Q’:ty IN
size Q’ R, size Q R |- transitivity\_prop Q’
END

/* Trans\_narrow\_ind\_n */
DECLARE N:nat, Q:ty, R:nat IN
|- (size Q R ∧ natLess R N)
=>
  (transitivity\_prop Q ∧ narrowing\_prop Q)
END

The first lemma (\textit{Transitivity\_types\_same\_size}) states that under the assumption that two types have the same size, we can show that the \textit{transitivity\ proposition} holds for one of them. \textit{Transitivity\_types\_same\_size} can be proved with help of lemma \textit{transitivity\_case} using induction on the structure of $Q’$.

The \textit{trans\_narrow\_ind\_n} states that if a general type has limited size, then we can prove both \textit{transitivity\_proposition} and \textit{narrowing\_proposition}. The \textit{trans\_narrow\_ind\_n} is the most important lemma of our theory and it allows us to solve the first point of the challenge. The proof is quite intricate and needs almost all the lemmas previously introduced, so we show in detail how the \textit{trans\_narrow\_ind\_n} property is proved and how the tool helps in reaching that goal.

Proof Goal:

1)$(size Q R ∧ natLess R N)$
   |- $(transitivity\_prop Q ∧ narrowing\_prop Q)$

Induction on $N : N=0 ⊃ N=N’+1$.
The base case is trivially true so we focus on $N=N’+1$.

2)$(size Q R ∧ natLess R N’+1)$
   |-
(transitivity_prop Q ∧ narrowing_prop Q)

With a simple lemma of natural numbers we can show that:
If natLess R N'+1 then natLess R+1 N'+1 ∨ R=N'

3.1)(size Q R ∧ natLess R+1 N+1)
   |- (transitivity_prop Q ∧ narrowing_prop Q)
3.2)(size Q R ∧ R=N)
   |- (transitivity_prop Q ∧ narrowing_prop Q)

The node 3.1 can be discharged against node 1 due
to the VCPT discharge condition.
It remains:

4.1)(size Q N)
   |- transitivity_prop Q
4.2)(size Q N)
   |- narrowing_prop Q

Node 4.1 can be proved introducing the lemma
transitivity_types_same_size previously proved in this section.

To prove node 4.2, instead, the narrowing_case lemma previously
proved in this section is used. Choosing for both types
T and T' of the lemma the type Q of node 4.2:

/* Narrowing_case Lemma */
(size T R1 ∧ size T' R1) => transitivity_prop T')
   |- narrowing_prop T

In this way we have that:
4.2)(size Q R ∧ size Q R) => transitivity_prop Q)
   => narrowing_prop Q
   |- narrowing_prop Q

Node 4.2 now is trivially true because we proved the
transitivity of Q in node 4.1 so we have all the premises
to prove that narrow_prop Q holds too.

It is possible now to show the validity of the main goal:

/* Transitivity_narrowing Lemma */
Once it has been proved lemma `trans_narrow_ind_n`, showing that transitivity and narrowing propositions hold for any kind of type is a simple game.

In fact, all what we have to do, is to show that for any type \( Q \) of size \( R \), exists always a natural number \( N \) that is strictly greater than \( R \). We reach the above goal simply using induction on natural numbers.

## 5.3 Review on the other solutions

The aim of this section is to give a general idea on the proof-strategy used in other solutions of the POPLMark Challenge. We do not explore all the submitted solutions published on the PoplMark Website [Com] in detail but we focus just on some of them. Strategies used are compared, trying to identify advantages and drawbacks of each solution.

In order to do not make the section too verbose it is discussed only one solution for each possible encoding technique; specifically:

- Jerome Vouillon’s solution with *de Bruijn Indices*.
- Xavier Leroy’s solution with *Locally Nameless Representation*.
- Urban et al’s solution with *Nominal Representation*.

### 5.3.1 Jerome Vouillon’s solution with *de Bruijn Indices*

The proof strategy introduced in the last section 5.2 was inspired and follows the solution presented by Jerome Vouillon. The main differences between the two formalizations lie in the different theorem provers used (Coq for Vouillon and VCPT in this case) and consequently in the tactics and rules provided by each tool. Thus although the lemma-infrastructure built to reach the intended goal is almost the same, the two solutions present substantial differences due to the theorem provers’ discharge strategy.

In order to show the differences between the tools’ proof-strategies, we present the proof of one useful lemma for our theory (**wf_type_extensionality**) using both theorem provers, first *Coq* (from Vouillon’s solution) and then *VCPT*.

Some clarifications are pointed out:

- The *Coq* function `get_bound e X` returns, if it exists, the type variable binding at position \( X \) in the environment \( e \). The same function is encoded in *VCPT* with the predicate `get_tvar E X T1` (discussed in 5.1.2) where \( T1 \), as usual, is intended to be the result of the operation.
• The Coq function $\text{wf\_typ} e T$ tells if a type is either well-formed or not in the environment $e$. In VCPT it becomes $\text{wf\_type} E T$ (see 5.1.2).

• In order to prove the $\text{wf\_type\_extensionality}$ lemma, Vouillon needed another lemma called $\text{wf\_typ\_env\_weaken}$. The lemma $\text{wf\_typ\_env\_weaken}$ is supposed valid and already proved. Lemma $\text{wf\_type\_env\_weaken}$ is the following:

```coq
/* Wf_typ_env_weaken Lemma */
forall (T : typ) (e e' : env),
(forall (X : nat), get_bound e' X = None -> get_bound e X = None) ->
wf_typ e T -> wf_typ e' T
```

The proof of $\text{wf\_type\_extensionality}$ lemma with Coq and VCPT is the following.

```coq
/* Coq Proof */
The lemma we want to prove is:

1) $\vdash \forall (T:\text{typ}) (e,e':\text{env})$
   $(\forall X:\text{nat}, \text{get\_bound} e X = \text{get\_bound} e' X) \Rightarrow$
   $(\text{wf\_typ} e T \Rightarrow \text{wf\_typ} e' T)$

After introducing the variables and splitting the implications:

2) $T:\text{typ}$
   $e:\text{env}$
   $e':\text{env}$
   $H1: (\forall X:\text{nat}, \text{get\_bound} e X = \text{get\_bound} e' X),$
   $H2: \text{wf\_typ} e T$
   $\vdash$
   $\text{wf\_typ} e' T$

At this point Vouillon introduces the $\text{wf\_typ\_env\_weaken}$ lemma, using the hypothesis $H2$.

The new goal then as the following shape:

3) $T:\text{typ}$
   $e:\text{env}$
   $e':\text{env}$
   $H1: (\forall X:\text{nat}, \text{get\_bound} e X = \text{get\_bound} e' X),$
   $H2: \text{wf\_typ} e T$
   $\vdash$
   $\forall X:\text{nat}. \text{get\_bound} e' X=\text{NONE} \Rightarrow \text{get\_bound} e X=\text{NONE}$

Choosing a fresh variable for $X$ and splitting the implication on
the right the node becomes:

4) T:typ
   e:env
   e':env
   H1: (forall X:nat, get_bound e X = get_bound e' X),
   H2: wf_typ e T
   n:nat
   H3: get_bound e' n = NONE
   |- get_bound e n = NONE

Rewriting now H1 and using H3, the proof is complete.

/* VCPT Proof */
Lemma wf_typ_extensionaly is proved
in a totally different way with VCPT.
First of all we didn’t use any other lemma, second
we worked with induction on the structure of T.
Let’s see how the proof evolves:

1) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
   wf_type E T
   |- wf_type E' T

As we said previously we work with induction on T so we have
four subgoals reflecting the four different types T can be:

/* T=tyvar(Y) */
2.1) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E tyvar(Y)
    |- wf_type E' tyvar(Y)

/* T=Top() */
2.2) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E top()
    |- wf_type E' top()

/* T=tyfun(T1,T2) */
2.3) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E tyfun(T1,T2)
    |- wf_type E' tyfun(T1,T2)

/* T=tyall(T1,T2) */
2.4) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E tyall(T1,T2)
|- 
    wf_type E' tyall(T1,T2)

From the definition of predicate wf_type (see 5.1.2),
the first goal 2.1 is equal to:

2.1) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    exists T:ty. get_tvar E Y T
|- 
    exists T:ty. get_tvar E' Y T

Node 2.1 is valid thanks to the first hypothesis.
Node 2.2 is valid because the type Top() is always well-formed.
We show now how to prove the validity of node 2.3, but not of node 2.4
because they are proved in the same fashion.
We can unfold the two definitions of the predicate wf_type (see 5.1.2)
on left and right side of turnstile obtaining:

2.3) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E T1, wf_type E T2
|- 
    wf_type E' T1 ∧ wf_type E T2

Splitting the ‘and’ right side we produce two subgoals:

2.3.1) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E T1, wf_type E T2
|- 
    wf_type E' T1

2.3.2) (forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1),
    wf_type E T1, wf_type E T2
|- 
    wf_type E T2

Finally here, the tool comes in help and we can discharge both nodes
against node number 1.

It is clear from the last example presented, how the proof-strategies used to
solve the challenge, are deeply different as different is the help that the two tools
give as assistant.

Personal experience, however, has shown how the use of VCPT to deal with
interesting real cases of theorem proving is not that tricky as it could appear as
first thought. In fact, comparing the two solutions previously presented, it is clear
that the overhead introduced by using a first order logic is completely acceptable
and that the global well-founded condition of VCPT allow users to deal with any
kind of problems.

5.3.2 Xavier Leroy’s solution with Locally Nameless Representation

Xavier Leroy solved the POPLMark Challenge using the Locally Nameless Representation. In chapter 3 we introduced the Locally Nameless Representation as combination of de Bruijn Indices and Nominal approach. Thus free variables are encoded with names and bound variables with de Bruijn Indices.

The first main difference between the two formalizations is that dealing with names the author had to implement all the functions to handle $\alpha$-conversions (so equality on names, creation of fresh names and so on). However it has been shown that once this little obstacle is overcome the Locally Nameless Representation is the best way to deal with the challenge.

It combines the advantages of both the other strategies:

- The simplicity of the Nominal representation.
- The machine-oriented coding of de Bruijn Indices.

Furthermore using the indices only for bound variables we get the rid of all the shifting operations over terms and types that are the main drawback of the pure de Bruijn Indices representation.

After these clarifications we notice that the proof strategy proposed by the author is quite similar to ours except for the last proof of the main goal. Xavier Leroy first shows the validity of some important properties for the well-formedness of environments (for example “swapping types inside environments keep the environment well formed”). He proved properties regarding subtyping relation (for example “if two types are in subtyping relation each other in an environment then both types have to be well formed in that environment”) and finally he proceeds with the proof of the final goal.

Whereas we proved the transitivity of subtyping and narrowing propositions with induction on the type’s size, Leroy used induction on the structure of type. He followed then the proof strategy presented in the description of the challenge [ABF+05]

When we started our project, we took into account the possibility of solving the challenge using the Locally Nameless Representation since the results of last projects showed how such a representation is the most suitable and simple to deal with the POPLMark Challenge. Nevertheless we chose to follow a different route due to the low level of the theorem prover we used, being aware that the difficulties we could face dealing with names and $\alpha$-conversions could make the work harder than encoding the shifting operations on types and terms.

However, that was just an implementative choice, because previous works with VCPT showed how the use of names and the problems that arise with $\alpha$-conversions can be handled in VCPT. Erik Angelin in his master thesis encoded the $\pi$-calculus in VCPT, including the functions to manage $\alpha$-conversion.
5.4 Urban et al’s solution with *Nominal Representation*

The approach of solving the POPLMark Challenge with *Nominal Representation* is clearly attractive, at least because it is the closest to usual mathematical practice, leading to statements and proofs that are very close to what it is accustomed to see in textbooks and research papers.

Nevertheless this approach requires to integrate somehow in the logic sophisticated mechanisms to deal with $\alpha$-conversions and avoid capturing variables.

Despite the recent achievements in theorem proving, support for nominal logic within a proof assistant is still in its infancy, but it is making significant progress (See [A.M03] and [CU05] for more information).

*Urban et al* developed a package for Isabelle in order to overcome the well known problems arise with the *Nominal Representation* like dealing with binders, renaming bound variables and capture avoiding substitution. Their package is called *Nominal Isabelle* and it aims to make such proofs easy to formalize, providing an infrastructure for declaring nominal datatypes (that is alpha-equivalence classes) and for defining functions over them by structural recursion.

Thus *Nominal Isabelle* is well designed to deal with the POPLMark Challenge using the *Nominal Representation*. The proof strategy followed by the authors still trace out the usual way to solve the challenge we discussed more than once in the last sections:

- They prove crucial properties about well-formedness of environments.
- They make some reasoning about subtyping relation and properties related.
- They prove the *transitivity of subtyping* and *narrowing* proposition with induction on the type’s structure.

We have to notice that in order to keep their theory sound *capture-avoiding substitutions for type’s* mechanisms are needed. However using the *Nominal Isabelle* package proving such properties is easy and intuitive.

The final result is a good and clear solution of the challenge that trace out the proof presented in the paper.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Works

This thesis has presented a solution to the first part of POPLMark Challenge using the VeriCode Proof Tool (VCPT). In this chapter we draw some considerations about the thesis and we give suggestions for possible future works.

6.1 Conclusions

POPLMark is a real challenge posed in 2005 by a community of researchers with the intent of measuring progresses in machine checked proofs [ABF+05]. Since 2005 the interest in solving the challenge has grown constantly. People have worked and presented their own solutions to POPLMark, due to needs of mechanizing and verifying code before the release. Thus, nowadays the challenge has been completely covered in all its aspects and it has been shown that it is possible to use theorem proving for formalizing and proving some important features of type systems.

At the beginning of our project, we already knew that what we were about to deal with, was something provable. The goal of this thesis, then, was to convince people that it is possible to use first order logic (the logic embedded in VCPT) instead of more powerful logics for theorem proving issues. At the same time, we wanted to show that the efforts in adopting first order logic are comparable with the complexity of solutions developed with other logics.

Now that the project is accomplished we have answers for those questions. First of all, since the challenge has been solved with VCPT, we can state that the tool is ready to face real case studies. Furthermore, since this thesis draws on Vouillon’s solution (as discussed in Section 5.3), it is easy to notice how the complexity of the two solutions does not differ a lot. Once it has been overcome some initial problems in understanding how to express properties with first order logic, the rest of the project goes straightforwardly on in the same fashion of other solutions. The difficulties of the challenge are not related to the specific tool used but rather to inherit toughness that theorem proving carries on.

Personal experience has shown that VCPT is actually competitive and ready for assisting users in proving properties of real systems. The tool can be used as other
common theorem provers like (Isabelle [Pau94b], Coq [BC04] or PVS [ORR+96]) without introducing further complications.

6.2 Future Works

In this section some possible directions for future works are outlined.

6.2.1 Solving other parts of the challenge

The most natural way of thinking about a possible extension of this thesis is to cover the other parts of the challenge starting from our work. As it has been already mentioned in previous chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 5) we addressed part 1.a. Parts 1.b, 2 and 3 have not been considered.

However, in the beginning, we did not know yet how many parts of the challenge we would have solved. For this reason we encoded some datatypes and functions that are not strictly related to part 1.a. Those functions can be considered as starting point for showing the rest of the POPLMark challenge using VCPT. Appendix C shows in detail those functions giving a short description for each of them.

6.2.2 Improving and extending VCPT

When it comes to the proof assistant, it seems clear that it is not currently in wide use, so there has been no real drive to provide practical usage support. However, some suggestions are presented here.

Documentation

The documentation would require some updates. Furthermore, a tutorial on the proof assistant would be very helpful for users. The answers of your questions can be found for the majority of the time only in the source code.

A tool for tactics

Writing tactics is one of the central issue of all VCPT theories. If users could have an automatic support for generating complex definitions lot of errors would be avoided and time would be saved.

General Comments about the tool

It has been noticed that the declaration of lemmas does not allow users to refer to ordinals. Since VCPT widely uses ordinals for variables and approximations, it could be helpful referring to them while declaring lemmas. This would make proofs more concise.
Another important improvement might be to enrich the tool introducing new SML functions to handle complex structures. For example, specifying general operations on lists could make the use of the tool more user friendly and intuitive. Furthermore, a more advanced typing system for the logic where predicates could have some simple polymorphism in the definition, would make the use of lists more interesting and usable for defining general operations.

These suggestions are based only on practical needs encountered during the project. The impact and the time required to augment the power of the tool has not been evaluated.
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Appendix A

This Appendix shows two important properties (Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2) of the shifting and substitution functions.

Let $c, d, x$ be natural numbers, let $t, s$ be generic nameless $\lambda$-terms. Lemma 2.1.1 states that the result of the $d$-place shift from cutoff $c$ of the term obtained by the substitution of $x$ with $s$ in $t$, is the same result obtained by first $d$-shifting from cutoff $c$ all the terms $x, s, t$ and after computing the substitution.

**Lemma 2.1.1**

$$\uparrow_c^d ([s/x]t) \equiv [\uparrow_c^d (s)/ \uparrow_c^d (x)] \uparrow_c^d (t)$$

Let $t$ be a $\lambda$-term, let $\Gamma$ be an environment and let $rm_\Gamma(t)$ be the function that takes a $\lambda$-term, $t$, and returns the nameless representation of $t$.

**Lemma 2.1.2**

$$rm_\Gamma([s/x]t) \equiv [rm_\Gamma(s)/rm_\Gamma(x)]rm_\Gamma(t)$$

**Functions**

Here there are listed functions necessary to prove Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2.

Let $k, c, d$ be natural numbers, let $s, t_1, t_2$ be $\lambda$-terms expressed with the de Bruijn representation, then a $d$-place shift of term $t$ from cutoff $c$ is defined recursively as in Table A.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\uparrow_c^d (k)$</th>
<th>$\begin{cases} k &amp; \text{if } k &lt; c \ k + d &amp; \text{if } k \geq c \end{cases}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\uparrow_c^d (\lambda.t_1)$</td>
<td>$\lambda. \uparrow_{c+1}^d (t_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\uparrow_c^d (t_1 t_2)$</td>
<td>$\uparrow_c^d (t_2) \uparrow_c^d (t_2)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A.1.** Shifting function with de Bruijn representation
Let $x, s, y$ be $\lambda$-variables and let $t_1, t_2$ be $\lambda$-terms. The substitution function in $\lambda$-calculus is defined as in Table A.2.

\[
\begin{align*}
    x[s/x] &= s \\
y[s/x] &= y \\n(\lambda y.t_1)[s/x] &= \begin{cases} 
    \lambda y.t_1 & \text{if } x = y \\
    \lambda y.(t_1[s/x]) & \text{if } x \neq y \text{ and } y \notin \text{FV}(s)
\end{cases} \\
(t_1 t_2)[s/x] &= (t_1[s/x])(t_2[s/x])
\end{align*}
\]

**Table A.2.** Substitution function in lambda-calculus

Let $k, j$ be natural numbers, let $s, t_1, t_2$ be $\lambda$ nameless terms, then the substitution function with de Bruijn indices is represented as in Table A.3:

\[
\begin{align*}
k[s/j] &= \begin{cases} 
    s & \text{if } k = j \\
    k & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
(\lambda t_1)[s/j] &= \lambda.(t_1[!^1 (s)/j + 1]) \\
(t_1 t_2)[s/j] &= (t_1[s/j])(t_2[s/j])
\end{align*}
\]

**Table A.3.** Substitution function with de Bruijn representation

Let $t$ be a $\lambda$-term and let $\Gamma$ be an environment, we declare a function, $rm_\Gamma(t)$, that takes $t$ and returns the nameless representation of $t$ with respect of the environment $\Gamma$.

\[
\begin{align*}
    rm_\Gamma(x) &= \text{Index of the rightmost } x \text{ in } \Gamma. \\
    rm_\Gamma(t_1 t_2) &= rm_\Gamma(t_1) rm_\Gamma(t_2). \\
    rm_\Gamma(\lambda y.t_1) &= \lambda. rm_\Gamma,y(t_1).
\end{align*}
\]

**Table A.4.** Remove Names Function
Proof of Lemma 2.1.1

In order to prove Lemma 2.1.1 it is necessary to prove Lemma A.0.1. Let \( k, i \) be natural numbers, and let \( t \) be a \( \lambda \)-term expressed with the de Bruijn representation. Suppose it is necessary to shift by one the term \( t \) from cutoff \( i \) and after, the result of such shifting has to be shifted by one from cutoff \( k + 1 \). Lemma A.0.1 states that under the assumption that \( i < k + 1 \) it is possible to invert the two shifting, computing first a shift by one of term \( t \) from cutoff \( k \), and after shifting the result by one from cutoff \( i \), obtaining the same result.

**Lemma A.0.1**  
\[ \uparrow_{k+1}^{1} \left( \uparrow_{i}^{1} (t) \right) \equiv \uparrow_{i}^{1} \left( \uparrow_{k}^{1} (t) \right) \]

Under the assumption that \( i < k + 1 \)

Lemma A.0.1 is shown by induction on the structure of \( t \). In Table A.5, \( x, i, k, w, z \) are natural numbers and \( t, t_1, t_2, s \) are general nameless \( \lambda \)-terms.

Using Lemma A.0.1, it is possible to prove Lemma 2.1.1 that is the goal of this Appendix A.

The proof proceeds by induction on the term \( t \):
Case \( t = x \):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x &lt; i &lt; k + 1 )</td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (x)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (x)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (x) = \uparrow_i^1 (x) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x = i = k )</td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (x)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (x)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (x+1) = \uparrow_i^1 (x+1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x &lt; i &lt; k )</td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (x)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (x)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (x+1) = \uparrow_i^1 (x) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x + 1 \equiv x + 1 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x &gt; i, x \geq k )</td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (x)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (x)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (x+1) = \uparrow_i^1 (x+1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x + 1 + 1 \equiv x + 1 + 1 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Base case valid. Induction Hypothesis: \( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (t)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (t)) \) if \( i < k + 1 \)

Case \( x = t_1 t_2 \): \( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (t_1 t_2)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (t_1 t_2)) \)

Due to the induction hypothesis the terms of the equivalence above are equal

Case \( x = \lambda t_1 \): \( \uparrow_{k+1}^i (\uparrow_i^1 (\lambda t_1)) = \uparrow_i^1 (\uparrow_k^1 (\lambda t_1)) \)

Notice that giving a new name for \( k + 1 \) for example \( z \) and a new name for \( i + 1 \) for example \( w \) we have:

\( \lambda. \uparrow_{z+1}^i (\uparrow_w^1 (t_1)) \equiv \lambda. \uparrow_w^1 (\uparrow_{i+1}^1 (t_1)) \)

Furthermore, it is still true that \( w < z + 1 \) because \( i + 1 < k + 1 + 1 \) if \( i < k + 1 \)

The last case of the lemma is also valid for induction hypothesis

Table A.5. Proof of Lemma A.0.1
More specifically:
\[(t_{c+1}^d 0 (s)) \equiv t_{c}^d 0 (s)\] due to Lemma A.0.1
\[(t_{c+1}^d t (x)) \equiv t_{c}^d t (x)\] due to Lemma A.0.1
\[(t_{c+1}^d (t_1)) \equiv t_{c+1}^d (t_1)\]

Table A.6. Proof of Lemma 2.1.1
**Proof of Lemma 2.1.2**

Lemma A.0.2 is introduced in order to prove Lemma 2.1.2. Let \( t \) be a \( \lambda \)-term, let \( y \) be a \( \lambda \)-variable and let \( \Gamma \) be an environment.

**Lemma A.0.2** \( \text{rm} \Gamma, y(t) \equiv (\uparrow^1_0 \text{rm} \Gamma(t)) \)

For sake of simplicity we do not present the proof of lemma A.0.2, but it can be proven by induction on the structure of term \( t \).

Let \( x, y \) be named-\( \lambda \)-variables, let \( t, t_1, t_2, s \) be general \( \lambda \)-terms and let \( \Gamma \) be an environment. Table A.7 shows a proof for Lemma 2.1.2.

| Case \( t = x \): | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]x) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\text{rm} \Gamma(x) \) | \( \text{rm} \Gamma(s) \equiv \text{rm} \Gamma(s) \) |
| Case \( t = z \) and \( z \neq x \): | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]z) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\text{rm} \Gamma(z) \) | \( \text{rm} \Gamma(z) \equiv \text{rm} \Gamma(z) \) |
| **Base case valid. Induction Hypothesis:** | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]t) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\text{rm} \Gamma(t) \) |
| Case \( t = t_1 t_2 \): | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]t_1 t_2) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\text{rm} \Gamma(t_1 t_2) \) | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]t_1 t_2) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)](\text{rm} \Gamma(t_1)) (\text{rm} \Gamma(t_2)) \) |
| | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]t_1)(\text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]t_1)) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)](\text{rm} \Gamma(t_1))(\text{rm} \Gamma(t_1)) \text{rm} \Gamma(t_2) \) |
| **With induction hypothesis the equivalence above is true** | |
| Case \( t = \lambda y.t_1 \): | \( \text{rm} \Gamma([s/x]\lambda y.t_1) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\text{rm} \Gamma(\lambda y.t_1) \) | \( \text{rm} \Gamma(\lambda y.[s/x]t_1) \equiv [\text{rm} \Gamma(s)/\text{rm} \Gamma(x)]\lambda \text{rm} \Gamma, y(t_1) \) |
| | \( \lambda \text{rm} \Gamma, y([s/x]t_1) \equiv \lambda \uparrow^1_0 (\text{rm} \Gamma(s))/ \uparrow^1_0 (\text{rm} \Gamma(x)) \text{rm} \Gamma, y(t_1) \) |
| **Applying the induction hypothesis on the left-side term:** | | |
| | | |
| | | |
| **The proof is now complete due to lemma A.0.2** | | |
| **More specifically:** | \( \text{rm} \Gamma, y(s) \equiv (\uparrow^1_0 \text{rm} \Gamma(s)) \) due to Lemma A.0.2 |
| | \( \text{rm} \Gamma, y(x) \equiv (\uparrow^1_0 \text{rm} \Gamma(x)) \) due to Lemma A.0.2 |
| | \( \text{rm} \Gamma, y(t_1) \equiv \text{rm} \Gamma, y(t_1) \) due to Lemma A.0.2 |

**Table A.7. Proof of Lemma 2.1.2**
Appendix B

Appendix B

Appendix B, lists all the lemma proved in this thesis, in order to reach the main goal of the challenge. The lemmas are grouped into 5 categories, as discussed in Section 5.1.3.

Natural Number Lemmas

/* Lemma commutativity_of_sum_of_nats */
LEMMAT commutativity_of_sum_of_nats
DECLARE X : nat, Y : nat, Z : nat IN
    natPlus X Y Z
  |-natPlus Y X Z
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/commutativity_of_sum_of_nats.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_natPlus_sub1 */
LEMMAT lemma_natplus_sub1
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, Z:nat IN
    natPlus X Y Z
  |-natPlus X Y+1 Z+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_natplus_sub1.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_natPlus_sub2 */
LEMMAT lemma_natplus_sub2
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, Z:nat IN
    natPlus X+1 Y+1 Z+1
  |-natPlus X Y+1 Z
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_natplus_sub2.sml"
END
/* Lemma lemma_natless_zero */
LEMMA lemma_natless_zero
DECLARE X : nat IN
    natLess X 0
|-
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_natless_zero.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_zero_plus_x */
LEMMA lemma_zero_plus_x
DECLARE X : nat IN
    natPlus 0 X X
|-
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_zero_plus_x.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_nat_eq_or_div */
LEMMA lemma_nat_eq_or_div
|-
    forall X:nat. forall Y:nat. ((X=Y) ∨ (not(X=Y)))
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_nat_eq_or_div.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_prop_natless_1 */
LEMMA lemma_prop_natless_1
DECLARE X1 : nat, X2 : nat IN
    natLess X1 X2+1
|-
    (natLess X1+1 X2+1 ∨ X1=X2)
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_prop_natless_1.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_natplus_one_banal */
LEMMA lemma_natplus_one_banal
DECLARE X : nat, Y : nat IN
    natPlus X 1 Y
|-
    X+1=Y
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_natplus_one_banal.sml"
END

/* Lemma no_less_itself */
LEMMA lemma_no_less_itself
DECLARE X:nat IN
    natLess X X
|-
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_no_less_itself.sml"
END
/* Lemma less_itself_plus_one */
LEMMA lemma_less_itself_plus_one
|- 
  forall X:nat. natLess X X+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_less_itself_plus_one.sml" 
END

/* Lemma x_less_sum_x_y_1 */
LEMMA lemma_x_less_sum_x_y_1
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, Z:nat IN
  natPlus X Y Z
  |- 
    natLess X Z+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_x_less_sum_x_y_1.sml"
END

/* Lemma y_less_sum_x_y_1 */
LEMMA lemma_y_less_sum_x_y_1
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, Z:nat IN
  natPlus X Y Z
  |- 
    natLess Y Z+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_y_less_sum_x_y_1.sml"
END

/* Lemma equality_plus */
LEMMA equality_plus
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
  natPlus D A B, natPlus D A C
  |- 
    B = C
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/equality_plus.sml"
END

/* Lemma equation */
LEMMA equation
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat, E : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natPlus D B E, natLess E C
  |- 
    natLess D A
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/equation.sml"
END

/* Lemma equation1 */
LEMMA equation1
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat, E : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natPlus D B E, natLess A D
  |-
natLess C E
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/equation1.sml"
END

/* Lemma sum_three_terms2 */
LEMMA sum_three_terms2
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat, E : nat, F : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natPlus D C E, natPlus D A F
  |- natPlus F B E
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/sum_three_terms2.sml"
END

/* Lemma property_of_sum1 */
LEMMA property_of_sum1
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natLess D A
  |- natLess D C
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/property_of_sum1.sml"
END

/* Lemma property_of_sum2 */
LEMMA property_of_sum2
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natLess D B
  |- natLess D C
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/property_of_sum2.sml"
END

/* Lemma property_of_sum3 */
LEMMA property_of_sum3
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natLess C D
  |- natLess A D
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/property_of_sum3.sml"
END

/* Lemma equality double natPlus */
LEMMA lemma_eq_double_natplus
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat, E : nat, F : nat IN
  natPlus A B C, natPlus D E F
  |- ((A=D \land B=E) \Rightarrow C=F)
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_eq_double_natplus.sml"
END
/* Lemma lemma_natlesseq_x_y_or_natless_y_x */
LEMMA lemma_natlesseq_x_y_or_natless_y_x
  |- 
    forall X:nat. forall Y:nat. (natLessEq X Y \lor natLess Y X)
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_natlesseq_x_y_or_natless_y_x.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_eq_same_plus */
LEMMA lemma_eq_same_plus
DECLARE X : nat, Z : nat, Y :nat, K : nat IN
  natPlus X Z Y, natPlus X Z K
  |- 
    Y=K
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_eq_same_plus.sml"
END

/* Lemma zero_lessereq_nat_r */
LEMMA zero_lessereq_nat_r
DECLARE X : nat IN 
  |- 
    natLessEq 0 X
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/zero_lessereq_nat_r.sml"
END

/* Lemma less_plus_one */
LEMMA less_plus_one
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat, D : nat IN
  natLessEq A B , natPlus 1 A C, natPlus 1 B D
  |- 
    natLessEq C D
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/less_plus_one.sml"
END

/* Lemma trans_less */
LEMMA trans_less
DECLARE A : nat, B : nat, C : nat IN
  natLessEq A B , natLess C A
  |- 
    natLess C B
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/trans_less.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_trans_less_adding_positive1 */
LEMMA lemma_trans_less_adding_positive1
DECLARE X0 : nat, X1 : nat IN
  natLess X0 X1
  |- 
    natLess X0 X1+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/lemma_trans_less_adding_positive1.sml"
/* Lemma natplus_x_plus_one_x_plus_two */
Lemma natplus_x_plus_one_x_plus_two
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, Z:nat IN
    natPlus X 1 Y, natPlus X+1 1 Z
|- Z=Y+1
PROOF from "./Naturals_Lemmas/natplus_x_plus_one_x_plus_two.sml"
END

Shifting Lemmas

/* Lemma lemma_tshift_tshift_prop1 */
LEMMA lemma_tshift_tshift_prop1
    natPlus N N' Z, typeshift_general T 1 Z Tcurry, typeshift_general Tcurry 1 N Tcurry', typeshift_general T 1 N Tcurry'',
    natPlus 1 Z Z', typeshift_general Tcurry'' 1 Z' Tcurry'''
|- Tcurry'=Tcurry'''
PROOF from "./Shift_Subst_Lemmas/lemma_tshift_tshift_prop1.sml"
END

/* Lemma typeshift_shift_or_natless_indx_tyvar */
LEMMA lemma_typeshift_shift_or_natless_indx_tyvar
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, T:ty IN
    typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y T
|- (typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y tyvar(X+1) ∨ natLess X Y)
PROOF from "./Shift_Subst_Lemmas/lemma_typeshift_shift_or_natless_indx_tyvar.sml"
END

/* Lemma typeshift_no_shift_tyvar */
LEMMA lemma_typeshift_no_shift_tyvar
DECLARE X:nat, Y:nat, T:ty IN
    typeshift_general tyvar(X) 1 Y T, natLess X Y
|- T=tyvar(X)
PROOF from "./Shift_Subst_Lemmas/lemma_typeshift_no_shift_tyvar.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_same_typeshift_general */
LEMMA lemma_same_typeshift_general
DECLARE N:nat, C:nat, T:ty, Tcurry:ty, Tcurry':ty IN
    typeshift_general T N C Tcurry, typeshift_general T N C Tcurry'
|-
 Well-Formedness Lemmas

/* Lemma same_typeshift_same_start */
LEMMA lemma_same_typeshift_same_start
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, T':ty, T'':ty, N:nat, X:nat IN
    typeshift_general T1 N X T', typeshift_general T2 N X T''
    |- ((T1=T2) => (T'=T''))
PROOF from "./Shift_Subst_Lemmas/lemma_same_typeshift_same_start1.sml"
END

/* Lemma ad_hoc_for_insert_bound_ge */
LEMMA lemma_ad_hoc_for_insert_bound_ge
    typeshift_general T1 1 X T2, typeshift_general T3 1 X T4,
    typeshift_general T4 1 Y+1 T5
    |- (natLessEq X Y =>((exists T6:ty. typeshift_general T3 1 Y T6 ∧ T1=T6) => T2=T5))
PROOF from "./Shift_Subst_Lemmas/lemma_ad_hoc_for_insert_bound_ge.sml"
END

/* Lemma exists_wf_type_tyvar */
LEMMA lemma_exists_wf_type_tyvar
DECLARE E:env, X:nat, T:ty IN
    get_tvar E X T
    |- wf_type E tyvar(X)
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_exists_wf_type_tyvar.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_type_ebound */
LEMMA lemma_wf_type_ebound
DECLARE E:env, T:ty IN
    |- forall U:ty. forall V:ty.
        wf_type [tvarb(U)|E] T => wf_type [tvarb(V)|E] T
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_wf_type_ebound.sml"
END

/* Lemma exists_get_bgn_varb_rhs */
LEMMA lemma_exists_get_bgn_varb_rhs
DECLARE E:env, T:ty, X:nat IN
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exists T1:ty. get_tvar E X T1
|- exists T2:ty. get_tvar [varb(T)|E] X T2

PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_exists_get_bgn_varb_rhs.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_tvar_same_env_same_indx */
LEMMA lemma_get_tvar_same_env_same_indx
DECLARE E : env, X:nat, T1:ty, T2:ty IN
    get_tvar E X T1, get_tvar E X T2
|- T1 = T2

PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_tvar_same_env_same_indx.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_get_tvar_remove_tvar_ad_hoc_for_narrow */
LEMMA lemma_get_tvar_remove_tvar_ad_hoc_for_narrow
DECLARE E:env, T1:ty, U:ty, X:nat IN
    exists T:ty. get_tvar E X T
|- exists T1:ty. get_tvar [tvarb(U)|E] X+1 T1

PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_tvar_remove_tvar_ad_hoc_for_narrow.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_tvar_remove_tvar */
LEMMA lemma_get_tvar_remove_tvar
DECLARE E:env, T:ty, T1:ty, U:ty, X:nat IN
    get_tvar E X T
|- exists T1:ty. get_tvar [tvarb(U)|E] X+1 T1

PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_tvar_remove_tvar.sml"
END

/*LEMMA forall_not_gett_add_tvar_for_variant */
LEMMA lemma_forall_not_gett_add_tvar_for_variant
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T3:ty IN
    (forall X:nat. ( (forall T1:ty. not(get_tvar E' X T1))
        => (forall T2:ty. not(get_tvar E X T2) ) )
    )
|- (forall X:nat. ( (forall T1:ty. not(get_tvar [tvarb(T3)|E'] X T1))
    => (forall T2:ty. not(get_tvar [tvarb(T3)|E] X T2) ) )

PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_forall_not_gett_add_tvar_for_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_type_weaken_variant1 */
LEMMA lemma_wf_type_weaken_variant1
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
    (forall X:nat. ( (forall T1:ty. not(get_tvar E' X T1))
        => (forall T2:ty. not(get_tvar E X T2) ) )
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|- (wf_type E T => wf_type E' T)
PROOF from "/Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_wf_type_weaken_variant1.sml"
END

/* Lemma forall_gett_add_tvar */
LEMMA lemma_forall_gett_add_tvar
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T1:ty IN
|-
(forall T:ty. forall X:nat.
  get_tvar E X T => get_tvar E' X T)
|-
(forall T:ty. forall Y:nat. get_tvar [tvarb(T1)|E] Y T
  => get_tvar [tvarb(T1)|E'] Y T )
PROOF from "/Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_forall_gett_add_tvar.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_type_extensionality */
LEMMA lemma_wf_type_extensionality
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
|-
(forall T1:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T1 => get_tvar E' X T1)
  => (wf_type E T => wf_type E' T)
PROOF from "/Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_wf_type_extensionality.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_bound_add_varb */
LEMMA lemma_get_bound_add_varb
DECLARE E:env, V:ty IN
|-
(forall T:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T
  => get_tvar [varb(V)|E] X T)
PROOF from "/Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_add_varb.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_env_add_tvar */
LEMMA lemma_wf_env_add_tvar
DECLARE E:env, T:ty IN
  wf_env E, wf_type E T
|-
  wf_env [tvarb(T)|E]
PROOF from "/Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_wf_env_add_tvar.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_env_add_var */
LEMMA lemma_wf_env_add_var
DECLARE E:env, T:ty IN
  wf_env E, wf_type E T
|-
  wf_env [varb(T)|E]
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LEMMA lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_ge
    forall E':env. forall T1:ty. forall T2:ty. forall T3:ty.
    (insert_bound X' E E' \land natLessEq X' X \land get_tvar E' X+1 T1 \land
     get_tvar E X T2 \land typeshift_general T2 1 X' T3) => T1 = T3
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_ge.sml"
END

LEMMA lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_ge1
DECLARE X':nat, X:nat, E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, T3:ty IN
    insert_bound1 X' E E', natLessEq X' X ,
    get_tvar E X T2 , typeshift_general T2 1 X' T3
|- get_tvar E' X+1 T3
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_ge1.sml"
END

LEMMA lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_lt
    forall E':env.forall T:ty.forall T1:ty.
    (insert_bound X' E E' \land natLess X X' \land
     get_tvar E' X T1 \land get_tvar E X T2 \land
     typeshift_general T2 1 X' T3) => T1 = T3
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_lt.sml"
END

LEMMA lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_lt1
DECLARE X':nat, X:nat, E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, T3:ty IN
    insert_bound X' E E', natLess X X' ,
    get_tvar E X T2 , typeshift_general T2 1 X' T3
|- get_tvar E' X T3
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_insert_bound_lt1.sml"
END

LEMMA lemma_insert_bound_wf_type_int1
|- forall X:nat. forall E:env.
    forall E':env. forall T:ty.forall T1:ty.
insert_bound X E E' => (wf_type E T =>
    (typeshift_general T 1 X T1 => wf_type E' T1))
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_insert_bound_wf_type_int1.sml"
END

/* Lemma insert_bound_wf_type1 */
LEMMA lemma_insert_bound_wf_type1
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T:ty, T1:ty, X:nat IN
    insert_bound X E E', wf_type E T,
    typeshift_general T 1 X T1
|- wf_type E' T1
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_insert_bound_wf_type1.sml"
END

/* Lemma insert_bound_wf_env_int1 */
LEMMA lemma_insert_bound_wf_env_int1
    insert_bound X E E' => (wf_env E => wf_env E')
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_insert_bound_wf_env_int1.sml"
END

/* Lemma insert_bound_wf_env1 */
LEMMA lemma_insert_bound_wf_env1
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
    insert_bound X E E', wf_env E
|- wf_env E'
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_insert_bound_wf_env1.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_utility1_narrow_ne_variant */
LEMMA lemma_utility1_narrow_ne_variant
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, X:nat IN
    (exists T:ty. get_tvar E X T \land get_tvar E' X T)
|- (exists T:ty. get_tvar [tvarb(T1)|E] X+1 T \land
    get_tvar [tvarb(T2)|E'] X+1 T)
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_utility1_narrow_ne_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_utility2_narrow_ne_variant */
LEMMA lemma_utility2_narrow_ne_variant
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, T:ty, X:nat IN
    ((forall T:ty. not(get_tvar E X T)) \land
    (forall T':ty. not(get_tvar E' X T'))) )
|- ((forall T:ty. not(get_tvar [tvarb(T1)|E] X+1 T)) \land
(forall T':ty.not(get_tvar [tvarb(T2)|E'] X+1 T'))
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_utility2_narrow_ne_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_utility3_narrow_ne_variant */
LEMMA lemma_utility3_narrow_ne_variant
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, X:nat IN
(exists T:ty. get_tvar E X T ∧ get_tvar E' X T)
|-
(exists T:ty. get_tvar [varb(T1)|E] X T ∧ get_tvar [varb(T2)|E'] X T)
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_utility3_narrow_ne_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma lemma_utility4_narrow_ne_variant */
LEMMA lemma_utility4_narrow_ne_variant
DECLARE E:env, E':env, T1:ty, T2:ty, T:ty, X:nat IN
((forall T:ty. not(get_tvar E X T)) ∧
 (forall T':ty. not(get_tvar E' X T')))
|-
((forall T:ty. not(get_tvar [varb(T1)|E] X T)) ∧
 (forall T':ty. not(get_tvar [varb(T2)|E'] X T')))
PROOF from "./Well_Formedness_Lemmas/lemma_utility4_narrow_ne_variant.sml"
END

Subtyping and Narrowing Lemmas

/* Lemma sub_wf */
LEMMA lemma_sub_wf
DECLARE E:env, T:ty, U:ty IN
subt_rel E T U
|-
wf_env E ∧ wf_type E T ∧ wf_type E U
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_sub_wf.sml"
END

/* A1 Lemma -> REFLEXIVITY1 */
LEMMA lemma_sub_reflexivity1
DECLARE E:env, T:ty IN
wf_env E , wf_type E T
|-
subt_rel E T T
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_sub_reflexivity1.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_bound_narrow_ne_variant1 */
LEMMA lemma_get_bound_narrow_ne_variant1
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DECLARE E:env, E':env, X:nat IN
narrow_rel X E E'
|-
  forall X':nat. (not(X'=X) =>
    ((exists T:ty. (get_tvar E X' T \land get_tvar E' X' T)) \lor
    ((forall T:ty. not(get_tvar E X' T)) \land
    (forall T':ty. not(get_tvar E' X' T')) )))
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_ne_variant1.sml"
END

/* Lemma sub_extensionality */
LEMMA lemma_sub_extensionality
DECLARE E:env, E':env, U:ty, V:ty IN
|-
  (forall T:ty. forall X:nat. get_tvar E X T => get_tvar E' X T)
  => (wf_env E' => (subt_rel E U V => subt_rel E' U V))
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_sub_extensionality.sml"
END

/* Lemma sub_weakening_var */
LEMMA lemma_sub_weakening_var
DECLARE E:env, E':env, X:nat, T:ty, U:ty, V:ty IN
|-
  wf_type E V => (subt_rel E T U
  => subt_rel [varb(V)|E] T U)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_sub_weakening_var.sml"
END

/* Lemma sub_weakening_bound_int1 */
LEMMA lemma_sub_weakening_bound_int1
|-
  forall X:nat. forall E:env. forall E':env.
  forall T':ty. forall T':ty. forall U:ty. forall V:ty.
  insert_bound1 X E E' => ( subt_rel E U V =>
  (typeshift_general U 1 X T' =>
    (typeshift_general V 1 X T'' => subt_rel E' T' T'))) )
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_sub_weakening_bound_int1.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_bound_narrow_eq_int1 */
LEMMA lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq_int1
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
narrow_rel X E E'
|-
  exists T : ty. get_tvar E X T
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq_int1.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_bound_narrow_eq_int2 */
LEMMA lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq_int2
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
    narrow_rel X E E'
    |- exists T : ty. get_tvar E' X T
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq_int2.sml"
END

/* Lemma get_bound_narrow_eq1 */
LEMMA lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq1
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
    narrow_rel X E E'
    |- (exists T:ty. exists T':ty. (get_tvar E X T ∧ get_tvar E' X T' ∧ subt_rel E' T' T) )
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_get_bound_narrow_eq1.sml"
END

/* Lemma wf_second_env_narrow */
LEMMA lemma_wf_second_env_narrow
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env IN
    narrow_rel X E E'
    |- wf_env E'
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_narrow_wf_env.sml"
END

/* Lemma narrow_wf_env1 */
LEMMA lemma_narrow_wf_env1
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
    narrow_rel X E E' , wf_env E
    |- wf_env E'
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_narrow_wf_env1.sml"
END

/* Lemma narrow_wf_type */
LEMMA lemma_narrow_wf_type
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
    |- narrow_rel X E E' => (wf_type E T => wf_type E' T)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_narrow_wf_type.sml"
END

/* Lemma narrow_wf_type1 */
LEMMA lemma_narrow_wf_type1
DECLARE X:nat, E:env, E':env, T:ty IN
    narrow_rel X E E' , wf_type E T
    |-
/* Lemma typeshift preserves size */
LEMMA lemma_typeshift_preserves_size
DECLARE T:ty, T':ty, X:nat, R:nat IN
|-
   typeshift_general T 1 X T' \Rightarrow (size T' R \Rightarrow size T R)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_typeshift_preserves_size.sml"
END

/* Lemma typeshift preserves size variant */
LEMMA lemma_typeshift_preserves_size_variant
DECLARE T:ty, T':ty, X:nat, R:nat IN
   typeshift_general T 1 X T', size T' R
|-
   size T R
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_typeshift_preserves_size_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma that says if two terms are equal, they have the same size */
LEMMA lemma_terms_eq_same_size
DECLARE T1:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
   size T1 R1, size T1 R2
|-
   R1=R2
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_terms_eq_same_size.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyfun greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyfun_size_1
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
|-
   size tyfun(T1,T2) R1 \Rightarrow (size T1 R2 \Rightarrow natLess R2 R1)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyfun_size_1.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyfun greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyfun_size_1_variant
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
   size tyfun(T1,T2) R1 , size T1 R2
|-
   natLess R2 R1
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyfun_size_1_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyfun greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyfun_size_2
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
|- size tyfun(T1,T2) R1 => (size T2 R2 => natLess R2 R1)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyfun_size_2.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyfun greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyfun_size_2_variant
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
   size tyfun(T1,T2) R1 , size T2 R2
|- natLess R2 R1
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyfun_size_2_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyall greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyall_size_1
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
|- size tyall(T1,T2) R1 => (size T1 R2 => natLess R2 R1)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyall_size_1.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyall greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyall_size_1_variant
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
   size tyall(T1,T2) R1, size T1 R2
|- natLess R2 R1
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyall_size_1_variant.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyall greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyall_size_2
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
|- size tyall(T1,T2) R1 => (size T2 R2 => natLess R2 R1)
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyall_size_2.sml"
END

/* Lemma size of tyall greater then size of one of its arguments */
LEMMA lemma_tyall_size_2_variant
DECLARE T1:ty, T2:ty, R1:nat, R2:nat IN
   size tyall(T1,T2) R1, size T2 R2
|- natLess R2 R1
PROOF from "./Subtyping_Lemmas/lemma_tyall_size_2_variant.sml"
END
Main Proof Lemmas

/* Crucial step in the proof, it says that transitivity of Q holds if we suppose both transitivity and narrowing hold for smallet cut type Q’ */
LEMMA transitivity_case
|- 
  forall Q:ty. 
  (forall Q':ty. 
   (exists R1:nat. exists R2:nat. 
    size Q R1 \& size Q' R2 \& natLess R2 R1) 
   => (transitivity_prop Q' \& narrowing_prop Q')) => transitivity_prop Q
PROOF from "./Main_Lemmas/Transitivity_Case.sml"
END

/* Crucial step in the proof of narrowing, showing that narrow Q holds if we assume transitivity of types of same size of Q */
LEMMA narrowing_case
|- 
  forall Q:ty. 
  (forall Q':ty. forall R1:nat. 
   (size Q R1 \& size Q' R1) 
   => transitivity_prop Q') => narrowing_prop Q
PROOF from "./Main_Lemmas/Narrowing_Case.sml"
END

/* Lemma that says if two type have the same size, the transitivity holds */
LEMMA transitivity_types_same_size
DECLARE R:nat, Q:ty, Q':ty IN 
  size Q' R, size Q R 
  |- 
  transitivity_prop Q'
PROOF from "./Main_Lemmas/Transitivity_Type_Same_Size.sml"
END

LEMMA trans_narrow_ind_n
|- 
  forall N:nat. forall Q:ty. forall R:nat. 
  (size Q R \& natLess R N) => 
  (transitivity_prop Q \& narrowing_prop Q)
PROOF from "./Main_Lemmas/Trans_Narrow_ind_n.sml"
END

/* Final Proof of transitivity and narrowing for all types Q */
LEMMA transitivity_and_narrowing
|- 
  forall Q:ty. 
  transitivity_prop Q \& narrowing_prop Q
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Appendix C

Appendix C shows some further functions encoded in VCPT that are not related with the part of the challenge solved. These functions can be used to start approaching other parts of the challenge.

Further Datatypes and Functions

Part 1.a of the challenge deals only with types without considering terms. Since the material of this Appendix is out of the scope of this thesis we limit to short introductions. Further information can be retrieved from [ABF⁺05].

Let \( x \) be a variable name, let \( t \) be a generic \( \lambda \)-term and let \( X,T \) be types. The syntax of \( \lambda \)-terms (as introduced in paper [ABF⁺05]) is showed in table C.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
  t & ::= \quad \text{terms} \\
  x & \quad \text{variable} \\
  \lambda x : T. t & \quad \text{abstraction} \\
  t t & \quad \text{application} \\
  \lambda X <: T. t & \quad \text{type abstraction} \\
  t [T] & \quad \text{type application}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{Table C.1. Syntax of Terms}\]

The syntax in Table C.1 can straightforwardly be encoded in VCPT as follows:

```ml
datatype term =
  tmvar of nat
| tmbas of ty * term
| tmtabs of ty * term
| tmapp of term * term
| tmtapp of term * ty;
```
Terms have been represented with the de Bruijn indices representation discussed in Chapter 2. For this reason, functions to shift terms and types within terms are required.

More specifically: let $T, T_{curry}$ be $\lambda$-terms, let $D, C$ be natural numbers, then the function $\text{termshift\_term} \ T \ D \ C \ T_{curry}$ shifts a term $T$ from cutoff $C$ by $D$. As usual the result is stored in an additional variable called $T_{curry}$. The function $\text{termshift\_terms}$ is declared in VCPT in the following way:

\[
\text{termshift\_term} : \text{term} \to \text{nat} \to \text{nat} \to \text{term} \to \text{prop} <= \\
\text{cases } T \text{ of} \\
\text{tmvar}(X) => \text{if( natLess X C ) then} \\
\quad (T_{curry} = \text{tmvar}(X)) \\
\quad \text{else} \\
\quad (\exists Z: \text{nat}. (\text{natPlus X D Z} \land \\
\quad T_{curry} = \text{tmvar}(Z)) \\
\text{|tmabs}(Ty,Tm) => (\exists Tm1: \text{term}. \exists Z: \text{nat}. \\
\quad \text{natPlus 1 C Z} \land \\
\quad \text{termshift\_term} \ Tm \ D \ Z \ Tm1 \land \\
\quad T_{curry} = \text{tmabs}(Ty, Tm1)) \\
\text{|tmtabs}(Ty,Tm) => (\exists Tm1: \text{term}. \\
\quad \text{termshift\_term} \ Tm \ D \ C \ Tm1 \land \\
\quad T_{curry} = \text{tmtabs}(Ty, Tm1)) \\
\text{|tmapp}(Tm1,Tm2) => (\exists Tm11: \text{term}. \exists Tm21: \text{term}. \\
\quad \text{termshift\_term} \ Tm1 \ D \ C \ Tm11 \land \\
\quad \text{termshift\_term} \ Tm2 \ D \ C \ Tm21 \land \\
\quad T_{curry} = \text{tmapp}(Tm11, Tm21)) \\
\text{|tmtapp}(Tm,Ty) => (\exists Tm1: \text{term}. \\
\quad \text{termshift\_term} \ Tm \ D \ C \ Tm1 \land \\
\quad T_{curry} = \text{tmtapp}(Tm1, Ty)) \\
\end{cases}
\]

end
end;

Function $\text{termshift\_type} \ T \ D \ C \ T_{curry}$, in the same fashion of $\text{termshift\_term} \ T \ D \ C \ T_{curry}$, shifts types within a generic term $T$. All the free variables of types within term $T$ will be shifted by $D$. The function $\text{typeshift\_general}$ has been introduced in Section 5.1.2.

\[
\text{termshift\_type} : \text{term} \to \text{nat} \to \text{nat} \to \text{term} \to \text{prop} <= \\
\text{cases } T \text{ of} \\
\text{tmvar}(X) => T_{curry} = \text{tmvar}(X)
\]
\textbf{tmabs} (Ty, Tm) => (\exists Ty_1: \text{ty}. \exists Tm_1: \text{term}. \\
\text{typeshift\textunderscore general} \ Ty \ D \ C \ Ty_1 \land \\
\text{termshift\textunderscore type} \ Tm \ D \ C \ Tm_1 \land \\
T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmabs}(Ty_1, Tm_1) \\
)

\textbf{tmtabs} (Ty, Tm) => (\exists Ty_1: \text{ty}. \exists Tm_1: \text{term}. \\
\exists Z: \text{nat}. \\
\text{typeshift\textunderscore general} \ Ty \ D \ C \ Ty_1 \land \\
\text{natPlus} 1 \ C \ Z \land \\
\text{termshift\textunderscore type} \ Tm \ D \ Z \ Tm_1 \land \\
T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmtabs}(Ty_1, Tm_1) \\
)

\textbf{tmapp} (Tm_1, Tm_2) => (\exists Tm_{11}: \text{term}. \exists Tm_{21}: \text{term}. \\
\text{termshift\textunderscore type} \ Tm_{1} \ D \ C \ Tm_{11} \land \\
\text{termshift\textunderscore type} \ Tm_{2} \ D \ C \ Tm_{21} \land \\
T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmapp}(Tm_{11}, Tm_{21}) \\
)

\textbf{tmtapp} (Tm, Ty) => (\exists Tm_{1}: \text{term}. \exists Ty_{1}: \text{ty}. \\
\text{termshift\textunderscore type} \ Tm \ D \ C \ Tm_{1} \land \\
\text{typeshift\textunderscore general} \ Ty \ D \ C \ Ty_{1} \land \\
T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmtapp}(Tm_{1}, Ty_{1}) \\
)

end
end;

Let now $T, Tx, T_{\text{curry}}$ be nameless $\lambda$-types and let $K$ be a natural number. Function $\text{type\textunderscore subst} \ T \ K \ Tx \ T_{\text{curry}}$ substitutes the type variable $K$ with $Tx$ within $T$ and returns the result in $T_{\text{curry}}$.

\textbf{type\textunderscore subst} : \text{ty} \rightarrow \text{nat} \rightarrow \text{ty} \rightarrow \text{ty} \rightarrow \text{prop} \Leftarrow \\
\cases{T: \text{ty}. & K: \text{nat}. & Tx: \text{ty}. & T_{\text{curry}}: \text{ty}. \cr 
\text{cases} \ T \ \text{of} \cr 
tyvar(X) & \Rightarrow \text{if} (X = K) \ \text{then} \cr 
& (T_{\text{curry}} = Tx) \cr 
& \text{else} \cr 
& \text{if} (\text{natLess} \ X \ K) \ \text{then} \cr 
& (T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tyvar}(X)) \cr 
& \text{else} \cr 
& \exists Z: \text{nat}. \cr 
& \text{natMinus} \ X \ 1 \ Z \land 
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tyvar}(Z) \cr 
\top() & \Rightarrow T_{\text{curry}} = \top() \\
\text{tyfun} \ (T_1, T_2) & \Rightarrow (\exists T_3: \text{ty}. \exists T_4: \text{ty}. \\
& \text{type\textunderscore subst} \ T_1 \ K \ Tx \ T_3 \land \\
& \text{type\textunderscore subst} \ T_2 \ K \ Tx \ T_4 \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tyfun}(T_3, T_4) \cr 
)}
\( \text{tyall} (T_1, T_2) \Rightarrow (\exists T_5: \text{ty}. \exists Z: \text{nat}. \exists T_3: \text{ty}. \exists T_4: \text{ty}. \) 
\( \text{natPlus} 1 \ K \ Z \land \) 
\( \text{typeshift_byone} \ Tx \ T_3 \land \) 
\( \text{type_subst} T_1 \ K \ Tx \ T_5 \land \) 
\( \text{type_subst} T_2 \ Z \ T_3 \ T_4 \land \) 
\( T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tyall}(T_5, T_4) \) 
\) 

end
end;

Let \( T, T_2, T_{\text{curry}} \) be nameless \( \lambda \)-terms and let \( X \) be a natural number.

Function \( \text{term_subst_term} \ T \ X \ T_2 \ T_{\text{curry}} \) substitutes the term variable \( X \) with \( T_2 \) within \( T \) and returns the result in \( T_{\text{curry}} \).

term_subst_term : \text{term} \to \text{nat} \to \text{term} \to \text{term} \to \text{prop} \Leftarrow \ 
\begin{align*}
\text{cases} \ T \ \text{of} \\
\text{tmvar}(Y) & \Rightarrow (\text{if} \ (Y = X) \ \text{then} \\
& (T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmvar}(Y)) \\
& \text{else} \\
& \text{if} \ (\text{natLess} Y X) \ \text{then} \\
& (T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmvar}(Y)) \\
& \text{else} \\
& (\exists Z: \text{naturals}. \\
& \text{natMinus} X 1 Z \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmvar}(Z)) \\
| \text{tmabs}(Ty, Tm) & \Rightarrow (\exists Z: \text{naturals}. \exists T_2: \text{term}. \\
& \exists T_1: \text{term}. \\
& \text{natPlus} 1 \ X \ Z \land \\
& \text{termshift_term} T_2 \ 1 \ 0 \ T_21 \land \\
& \text{term_subst_term} Tm \ Z \ T_21 \ Tm1 \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmabs}(Ty, Tm1) \\
| \text{tmtabs}(Ty, Tm) & \Rightarrow (\exists T_2: \text{term}. \exists T_1: \text{term}. \\
& \text{termshift_type} T_2 \ 1 \ 0 \ T_21 \land \\
& \text{term_subst_term} Tm \ X \ T_2 \ Tm1 \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmtabs}(Ty, Tm1) \\
| \text{tmapp}(Tm1, Tm2) & \Rightarrow (\exists T_1: \text{term}. \exists T_2: \text{term}. \\
& \text{term_subst_term} Tm1 \ X \ T2 \ Tm1 \land \\
& \text{term_subst_term} Tm2 \ X \ T2 \ Tm21 \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmapp}(Tm1, Tm2) \\
| \text{tmtapp}(Tm, Ty) & \Rightarrow (\exists T_1: \text{term}. \\
& \text{term_subst_term} Tm \ X \ T2 \ Tm1 \land \\
& T_{\text{curry}} = \text{tmtapp}(Tm, Ty) \\
\end{align*}
In the end, let $T, T_{curry}$ be $\lambda$-terms, let $Ty$ be a $\lambda$-type and let $X$ be a natural number. Function $\text{term\_subst\_type} \ T \times Ty \ T_{curry}$ substitutes the type variable indexed $X$ with $Ty$ within $T$ and returns the result in $T_{curry}$.

$$\text{term}\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} : \text{term} \to \text{nat} \to \text{ty} \to \text{term} \to \text{prop} <= $$

$$\cases{T: \text{term}. \ X: \text{nat}. \ Ty: \text{ty}. \ T_{curry}: \text{term}.}$$

$$\cases{\text{cases } T \text{ of} \cr \hspace{1em} \text{tmvar}(Y) => T_{curry} = \text{tmvar}(Y) \cr | \text{tmabs}(Ty_1, Tm) => (\exists Ty_{11}: \text{ty}. \ \exists Tm_1: \text{term}. \ \ \type\_\text{subst} Ty_1 \times Ty Ty_{11} \land \ \term\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} Tm \times Ty Ty_{11} \land \ \ T_{curry} = \text{tmabs}(Ty_{11}, Tm_1) \cr | \text{tmtabs}(Ty_1, Tm) => (\exists Tys: \text{ty}. \ \exists Ty_{11}: \text{ty}. \ \ \exists Tm_1: \text{term}. \ \ \exists Z: \text{nat}. \ \ \type\_\text{subst} Ty_1 \times Ty Ty_{11} \land \ \ \nat\_\text{Plus} 1 X Z \land \ \ \type\_\text{shift}\_\text{general} Ty 1 0 Tys \land \ \ \term\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} Tm Z Tys Tm_1 \land \ \ T_{curry} = \text{tmtabs}(Ty_{11}, Tm_1) \cr | \text{tmapp}(Tm_1, Tm_2) => (\exists Tm_{11}: \text{term}. \ \exists Tm_{21}: \text{term}. \ \ \term\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} Tm_1 \times Ty Tm_{11} \land \ \ \term\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} Tm_2 \times Ty Tm_{21} \land \ \ T_{curry} = \text{tmapp}(Tm_{11}, Tm_{21}) \cr | \text{tmtapp}(Tm, Ty_1) => (\exists Tm_1: \text{term}. \ \exists Ty_{11}: \text{ty}. \ \ \term\_\text{subst}\_\text{type} Tm \times Ty Tm_1 \land \ \ \type\_\text{subst} Ty_1 \times Ty Ty_{11} \land \ \ T_{curry} = \text{tmtapp}(Tm_1, Ty_{11}) \cr \endcases}$$

end